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-INTRODUal'ION 
Frequently engineers rind it imperative to determine the com-
pressive strength of concrete as it exists in a structure. There are 
two methods ot making this determination, either by a destructive or 
a non-destructive test. The destructive test has the disadvantage ot 
being coat~ 1 time consuming, and detrimental to the appearance ot the 
concrete aurtace. The non-<lestructi ve 1 pulae-veloci ty 1 sonic measuring 
devices used to determine the compresaive strength of concrete in the 
field also have the disadvantage ot high cost due to the large initial 
cost ot the equipment. 
A relatively new non-destructive testing device has been developed 
which m&7 replace the methods described above and al.ao be an invaluable 
aid in other aspects or concrete control.. This new piece ot equipnent, 
developed in 1948 by a Swiss Engineer, is the Concrete Test Hammer 
which ia sometimes reterred to as the "Rebound Hammer". This testing 
device is said to have the capability or determining the compressive 
strength ot concrete by relating this pbysioal property to the rebound 
ot a steel hammer trom the concrete surface. 
The objectives o! this thesis are to: 
1. Verii'y the accuracy or the Compressive Strength-Rebound 
Number rating curve• provided by the manutacturerot the Rebound Hammer. 
2. Devel.op additional Compressive Strength-ReboUDd NUIIber rating 
curves tor concrete containing aggregates COIIDilon to Southeast Missouri. 
3. Augment the CompresaiTe Strength-Rebound Number rating curves 
provided by the manufacturer b7 obtaining data trom concrete which is 
1-7 d~a old. 
4. Develop Compressive Strength-Rebound Number rating curves 
for concrete blocks aged from one to twenty eight days. 
5. Develop the proper technique for the operation of the 
Rebound Hanmer. 
This subject was selected because or the author's interest in 
concrete construction and methods of concrete control. Secondly, 
research in this field will be of value to the U.s. Arm:!, Corps of 
Engineers, who have recently purchased several Concrete Test Hammers 
which have not been accepted for use in concrete control procedures 
at the present time. 
The tests included herein are for the Rebound Hammer held in 
the horizontal and vertically downward position. The rating curves 
and data for the hammer in the vertically upward position were 
obtained arithmetically. 
2 
HISTORY AJm R.EVI»l OF LITERATURE 
The history and literature pertinent to the Concrete Test Hammer 
is or a limited nature. as this non-deetructive concrete testing 
device developed by the Swiss Engineer. Ernest Schm:idt(l) • was not 
constructed until 1948. 
(1) Schllidt• Ernest. "Der Beton-Pruthammer"• Schveiz Bauzeitung• 
1950, adapted for Concrete, PP• 34-35, August, 1951. 
Theorz: The basjc p.rinc:iphi utilised by Schmidt in the design ot 
the Rebound Hammer. Model I• as interpreted by G. W. Greene(2)• is 
(2) Greene. G. w •• Test Hauaer Prov.l.des New Method ot Eval.uating 
Hardened Concrete. A.c.r·. Proceedings. Vol. 51. PP• 249-256. 
1954-1955. 
that the rebound of a steel haumer trom a concrete surface is 
direct~ proportional to the compreas~ve strength ot the concrete. 
Mr. Paul Klieger(.3) • Research Engineer • Portland Cement 
(3) Kl.ieger • Paul. Test H&llllller Provide• Rev Method et iY&iil&ting 
Hardened Concrete. Discussion. A.C.I. Proceedi.ngs. Vol.. 51, P• 256-ll. 
1954-1955. 
Association, pointe out that there is no theoretical. relationshi.p 
between the strength ot a ma:teri&l. and the rebound of a st.eel. hammer 
trom the surface of the material.• and fUrther that there is some 
quesUon aa to the propert7 actually measured by the Rebound Hammer. 
Mr. Klieger's disagreement is based upon the praaise that i.t a 
specimen being tested is per.tectl.y elastic. the energy applied to 
the specimen DDl&t be returned to t.he ha.Dmer. In view ot the faci# 
that concrete is not perfectly elastic• it follova that part of the 
energy is dissipated, the &1&0\lDt depending upon t.he internal :f'riction 
ot the concrete. The internal friction. or viscosity ot arq concrete, 
3 
woul.d be dependent upon the cement paste which varies with each mix. 
Another part of the energy is l.ost in the crushing action upon the 
concrete sur!'ace; however. i! the total l.oss o-r energy was due to 
crushing alone a correlation with compressive strength would be 
reasonabl.e. Since the total. loss of energy is not due to crushing 
alone the rebound readings are affected b,y the viscosity of the 
4 
concrete which in turn is dependent upon the consistency of the cement 
paste and the type ot aggregate. 
Lastly Klieger states that. "it should be recognized that the 
effect of factors influencing only the surface region of the concrete 
specimen. such as carbonation, Jdght be refiected to a larger degree 
in Rebound Hammer test results than in conventional strength tests of 
the gross specimen"• 
To deviate trom the theoretica1 side ot the question as to the 
feasibility of the rebound of a steel. hammer from a concrete surface 
being a measure ot compressive strength. E. L. Howard(4) is o! the 
(4) Howard. E. L •• Test Hammer Provides New Method ot Evaluating 
Hardened Concrete. Discussion, A.C.I. Proceedings. Vol. 51, p. 256-9, 
1954-1.955. 
opinion that the Rebound Hammer is an adaptation o£ an old techniquep 
Hie opinion stelll8 :trom the fact that the "old-timers" used the sharp 
blow o! a ballpeen hammer to determine 'When to .trip the f'orms :from 
concrete. Some individuals added another refinement to this test by 
placing a piece o£ carbon paper over the surf'ace; the size or the 
impression outlined in carbon being indicative or the strength. 
Previous Experiments: The original Compressive Strength-Rebound 
Number rating curves which were established by the SWiss Federal 
Testing Laboratory were made on cube specimens ranging trom 7 to 90 
days old ( 5) • Sine e cube strengths run about 10 per cent higher than 
(5) Anderson, Arthur R., Test Hammer Prorldes New Method of 
Eva1uating Hardened Concrete, Discussion, A.C.I. Proceedings, Vol. 51, 
P• 256-1, 1954-1955. 
6 inch x l.2 inch c7llnders the Swiss rating curves were reduced, by 
A. R. Anderson, u.s. Sal.ee Representative and Cons\Ut.ant Engineer, 
Tacoma Washington, to conform to the American concept(6). These are 
(6) Anderson, A. R., A Non-Destructive Concrete Tester, Concrete, 
PP• 34-35, August, 1951. 
the curves which were provi.de<i w.ith the Concrete Test. Hammer, Model. I. 
In addition to revising the Swiss calibration curYes for Model. I, 
Anderson conducted tests on specimens obtained in the United states. 
His results using Concrete Test Hammer, Model II, mow that the com-
pressive strength can be estimated to within 15 to 20 per cent by six 
to ten rebound readings ( 7). They also indicated that the rebound 
(7) Anderson, ibid., P• 35, 
readings obtained using the Model II b...,.r were slightly lower than 
those obtained using Model I, tor a comparable compreaaiTe strength. 
The Operating Instructions tor the Concrete Test Hammer, Model II, 
prepared by And erst on state that, "cement products containing other 
than the usual concrete aggregates, or cement products haYing thin 
sections wi1l not give accurate compressive strength values vhen 
extracted .trom the calibration curves attached to the humer". 
In addition to the experiments conducted by Anderson, other 
indi vidual.s and organisations have provided suppl.ementar.Y data; the 
most prominent of which are D. L. Bloem, E. L. Howard, Harold 
Schlintz, Petersen and Stoll, and the Corps ot Engineers, u.s. Anq. 
5 
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D. L. Bloem. Assistant Director ot Engineering. National Sand and 
Gravel Association. ran tests upon concrete specimens obtained f'rom the 
transit mix trucks which were providing the concrete tor construction 
on 'l#he University or Maryland campus. The rebound readings were made 
on test cylinders with the MOdel I aDd Model II hammer and were the 
average or five readings ( 8) • The mi:x:ee se~ected represented several. 
(8) Bloem. D. L •• Test Hammer Provides New Method o~ Eva1uating 
Hardened Concrete. Discussion. A.C.I. Proceedings. Discussion. Vol. 
51, PP• 256=4 to 256-9, 1954-1955. 
dif'terent water-cement ratios but were all made with the same 
aggregates. 
Bloem's observations show that in the range of 2000-4000 psi 
the rebound readings may represent a range of' as DlU.Ch as 2000 psi. A. 
second experiment using air-entrained concrete did not reveal an 
appreciable di:Cterence in rebound readings. howeTer. it did have the 
same characteristic vide range ot readings noted in the previous 
experiment. Bloem also devel.oped calibration curves for Fl.exural 
Strength versus Rebound Number but these tests confirmed Greene's 
conclusion that the rebound readi.ngs are not reliable in the deter-
mination of !l.exura1 strength. The Rebound Number-Flexural. strength 
curves varied coJUJiderabl1" when two dif'terent types ot aggregates 
were used. 
The resul.ts obtained when using t,he Model II haaaer averaged 
about 20 per cent l.over t.han those trom the Mode1 I due to the 
pb7aical. characteristics ot the instruments. 
The Chief' Testing Engineer. Pacific Coast Aggregates Incorporated. 
E. L. Howard haa conducted nlUDeroua testa w.l.th the Mode1 II huaer to 
determine the compressive strength ot concrete and also has deve1oped 
calibration curves tor ~dite conorete(9). His experiments were on 
(9) Howard• E. L •• Test Hammer Provides New Method of Eva1uating 
Hardened Concrete, A.C.I. Proceedings, Discussion, Vo1. 51, P• 256-9, 
256-10, 1954-1955. 
standard 6" x 12" cylinders and on completed concrete structures. The 
strengths obtained from rebound readings on the structure were varified 
by core test samples. The author points out that readings taken at the 
construction site are more indicative or the true strength of the con-
crete and that 1aboratory cured specimens do not provide realistic 
strengths. For comparable compressive strength values the rebound 
readings tor Haydite concrete were lower than those for standard con-
crete which would make it necessary to develop "on-the-job" rating 
curves tor lightweight aggregates. 
Harold Schlintz. Civil Engineer, Twining Laboratories, carried 
out experiments very sjmilar to those initiated by B1oaa and Howard• 
however, he bringa out sane addit.ional information not previously 
presented. The test results observed upon 106 specimens cast trom 
the same mix were round to be no more erratic by utilization o~ the 
Rebound Hammer than by standard testing methods(10). The rebound 
(10) Schlintz. Haro1d, Test Hammer Provi.des Hew Method of Evaluating 
Hardened Concrete, Discussion. A.C.I. Proceedings, Vo1. 51. PP• 256-15-
17, 1954-1955. 
readings used were the average or 16 readj ngs but the lowest and 
highest three readings were thrown out. He calls attention to the 
f'act that when the hammer is placed over a large piece ot aggregate 
near the surface the rebound reading. "R", will be higher than average 
and it the hammer is placed over small air pockets the "R" Tal.ue will 
be lower than the average. 
Flexural Strength Test beams were found to yiel.d •'R• values 
consistantly l.ower when tested in the end one third of' the beam as 
compared to the center section. Schlintz further determined that the 
surface moisture condition plays an important part, in the rebound 
reading magnitude. Specimens in the "surface dry" condition gave 
higher resUlts than those in the nsur£aee wet". 
Perry Petersen and Ulrich stoll of the u.s. Jlaval. Civil. Engi-
neering Research and Evaluation Laborator,y pertonned relationship 
tests o~ the Rebound Hamner results to Sonic Modu1us and Compreasi. ve 
Strength data(ll). Their analysis is based on data obtained from 6 
(11.) Petersen and stoll~· Relation of Rebound-Hammer Test Results to 
Sonic Modulus and Compressive Strength Data, Highwq Research Board 
Proceedings, PP• 387-392, 1955. 
inch x 12 inch cyl.inders and 6-by-6-by-24 inch prisms representing 
three di£ferent aggregates, three cement contents~ three slumps, 
several. variations of' curing, and test,ing ages o~ 7 days to 1 year. 
The hanuner readings, ''R", were made on the smooth end of the 
cylinders iunediate4' prior to capping. The average curves of 
Compressive Strength-Rebound Number all were ~thin plus or minus one 
starxiard deviation, however~ when this deviation is measured in terms 
of psi it indicates the necessity o£ providing "job curves" tor each 
type of' aggregate if' m•xi•UJR accuracy ia of essence. 
8 
The nature of curing the specimens brought out one important fact; 
air-dried oenoretea usually exhibited higher "R" values than .tog-cured 
•pecimens. 
It was anticipated that the sonic moduli. of el.aaticity would have 
a good correlation with the Rebound Hammer readings since many 
individuals were o£ the opinion that the impact-rebound relationship 
was directly dependent upon the modulus of elasticity; this general. 
opinion di.d not prove to be the case. The experimental data showed 
that tor the same "R" value the vet~cured concrete exhibited a much 
higher modulus of elasticity, E, than did the air dried concrete. 
In summa.r.y, the Petersen-stoll experiments showed a reasonably 
good correlation between compressive strength and hammer rebound. The 
correlation o£ the other properties to the Rebound Hammer readings did 
not yield satisfactory results. 
E. E. McCoy, Physicist, Waterways Experiment Station. Corps o:t 
Engineers, U.s. Arley, has expanded upon the statement by Petersen and 
Stoll, "the view has often been expressed that impact-rebound is 
directly dependent upon the modul.us o-r elasticity". It is the opinion 
o£ MCCoy that the impact-rebound is related to the modulus ot elasti-
city in the same loose way that the compressive strength is related 
to the modulus of elasticity(l2). 
(12) McCoy, E. E., Relation ot Rebound Hammer Test Results to Sonic 
Modulus and Compressive Strength Data, Discussion, Highway Research 
Board Proceedings, PP• 397-398, 1955. 
Mr. McCoy presented a discussion of the equations describing the 
collision of two bodies tor constant velocities. The two basic 
equations involved are the Law of Conservation of Momentum and the Law 
of Conservation of Energy, which are as follows: 
(1) 
~{m1vl2 ~ m2v22) = t<m1v12 ~ n2v22 ) {2) 
where m and v {or V) are mass and velocity. It shou.1d be noted that 
neither o£ these equations involve the modulus ot elasticity, E. 
9 
Equations (1) and (2) can be reduced to: 
"f{ 
1 --
for per£ect masses. Imperfect masses obe.y: 
v 2 -
where e is the eoetticient of restitution and is e~ to unity for 
per£ect bodies and zero tor completely inelastic materials. 
When the pl.unger of the teet hammer strikes the comparativezy-
large maas of the concrete the concrete is 
stationar.r, which reduces equation (4) to: 
(5) 
The negative sign indicates that the velocity has changed direction. 
It then follows that the amount the test hanmer rebounds depends on 
e, and the mechanical properties of the hammer: springs and friction. 
The previous discussion shows that, "a relationship between the 
modulus of elasticity and rebound number would be only coincidental". 
This review of literature shows that there is a di!'terence o!' 
opinion between the various authorities as to what property of con-
crete is actually measured by the Concrete Test Hammer. It also 
points out several factors which et!'ect the accuracy of the results. 
There is one point upon which all. the individual.s agree and that is 
that the Concrete Teat Hammer provides an inexpensive and time 
saving method ot field control tests tor the compressive strength ot 
concrete, but it is not a completely satis~actor,y substitute for the 
•tandard compressive strength test now prescribed by the A.S.T.M. 
t:O 
MATERIALS AND ~UIPMENT 
Materials 
The aggregates used in the exper.Lmental concrete mixes were those 
conmon to Southeast Missouri. The three dif'f'erent types of' coarse 
aggregate utilized were, 3/4" maximum size crushed Limestone, 1" 
maximum size river run gravel, 3/8" maximum size crushed Limestone. 
The same sand was used in a11 mixes. For simplicity the coarse 
aggregates were coded as follows: 
"A" - 3/4" Crushed Limestone 
"B" - 1" River Run Gravel 
"C" - 3/8" Crushed ~estone 
~: The sand was obtained trom the Merrimac River bed near 
Pacific, Missouri. In order to c1assif'y' the sand several. tests were 
conducted in accordance with the American Society tor Testing Materials 
standard tests; the resu1ts ot which were as follows: 
Bulk Specific Gravi~y(l) = 2.56 
(1) Cl28-42, Specific Gravity and Absorption of' Fine Aggregates, 
A.S.T.M. standards, Part 3, P• 1233, 1955. 
Absorption(2) ~ 1.5% 
(2) C128:42, ibid., P• }234. 
Unit Weight(3) = 105 #/cu. f't. 
(3) C29-55T, Unit Weight ot Aggregates, A.S.T.M. Standards, Part 3, 
P• 1241• 1.955. 
Table l shows the tabulated resu1ts ot the sieve an~sis(4) and 
Figure I shows the limits of the specifications and a p1ot ot the 
(4) C].Jl):46, Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates, A.S.T.M. 
Standards, Part 3, P• 1218, l.955. 
sand gradation curve(5). It can be noted £rom Figure l. that the 
(5) C33-55T, Concrete Aggregates, A.S.T.M. Standards, Part 3, 
P• 1145. 1955. 
gradation of the sand is within the prescribed limits, This sand 
has a Fineness Modulus of 2.59. 
Sieve Weight Per Cent Per Cent % Retained 
Size Ret.A; nAti IRA+. sa tnAd PA.R.Rinc- ( At!~lm ) 
4 0 0 100 0 
8 94·5 9.5 9().5 9.5 
16 194.8 19.4 71.1 28.9 
30 149.3 14.9 56.2 43.8 
50 336.5 33.6 22.6 77-4 
100 218.5 22.0 0,6 99.4 
Pan 6.2 o.6 0 N/A 
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Figure! 
Aggregates "A" and "C": Aggregates "A" and "C" were obtained 
from the Bussen Quarry in St. Louis, Missouri. Since both aggregates 
were obtained from the same source their Specific Gravity and 
Absorption capacity would be identical, however, their gradation and 
unit weights would dif'ter due to the variation in the maximum partic~e 
size. The physical. properties of these two aggregates, as obtained 
by A.S.T.M. testing procedures, are as follows: 
Bulk Specific Gravity(6) Saturated 
Surface Dr.y Basis = 2.56 
(6) Cl.27-42, Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse Aggregates, 
A.S.T.M. Standards, Part 3, P• 1231. 1955. 
Absorption(?) = 0.68% 
(7) C127-42, ibid., P• 1232 
Tables 2 and 3 list the data obtained trom the Sieve Analysis(S) 
(S) 0136:46, op. cit., P• 1218. 
and Figures 2 and 3 are a plot or the Gradation Curves(9) tor 
(9) C33-55T, op. cit., P• 11;2• 
aggregates "A" and "C" respectively. 
Sieve Weight Per Cent Per Cent 
Size Retained Retained Passing 
3/4 928.0 22.0 78.0 
3/8 2906.0 69.2 8.8 
4 331.5 7.9 .9 
10 12.4 0.3 
20 2.0 0.1 
30 1.1 0.1 
50 1.6 0.1 
100 5.2 0.2 
Pan 4-3 0.2 
Total 4192.1 100.0 
Tabl.e 2 
Unit, Weight(l.O) =- 92.5 #/cu. tt. (Aggregate "A") 
Unit Weight • 95.0 #/cu. ft. (Aggregate ncn) 















Sieve \-!eight Per Cent Per Cent 
Size Retained Retained Passing 
3/8 1903.3 39.0 61.0 
4 1746.0 35.8 25.2 
10 510.6 10.5 14.7 
20 210.6 4.3 10.4 
30 89.1 1.8 8.6 
50 113.5 2.3 6.3 
100 122.4 2.5 3.8 
Pan 185.1 3.8 0 







































"A" - Crushed 3/4" 








GRADATION CURVE FOR AGGREGATE 
"C" Crushed 3/8" 
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Figure 3 
It can be seen from Figure 2 that aggregate "A11 does not lie 
within the limits set forth by the A.S.T.M. and that the gradation is 
on the coarse side. Figure .3 indicates an .excess of fines in aggregate 
ncn. 
Aggregate "B": The 1" river run gravel, aggregate "B", was ob-
tained from the same source as the sand but the Specific Gravities 
varied due to the .fact that one was tested on an oven-dry basis and 
the other on a saturated sur£ace-dr.y condition. The A.S.T.M. 
Standard tests revealed the £o1lowing information: 
Bulk Specific Gravity(ll) :a 2.64 
Saturated Surface-Dry 
17 
(11) cl27-42, op. cit., P• 1231. 
Absorption(l2) • 0.48 
(12) Cl27-42, ibid., P• 1231. 
Unit Weight(1.3) =- 95.0 #/eu. tt. 
(13) C29-55T, op. cit •• P• 1241• 
The Sieve Ana.lysis(14) data is shown in Tab~e 4 and the Gradation 
(14) 0136;46, op. cit., P• 1218. 
Curve(15) is plotted in Figure 4. Aggregate "B" is a we11 graded 
(15) C33-55T. op. cit., P• 1145• 
gravel.. 
Sieve Weight Per Cent Per Cent 
Size Ret.a.ined Retained Passin£ 
1" 62.7 1.7 98.3 
3/4 10?6.0 28.7 69.6 
3/8 1608.0 42.9 26.7 
4 812.8 21.6 .5.1 
10 111.0 J,O 2.1 
20 23.2 0.6 
30 ?.7 0.2 
50 16.0 0.4 
100 19.1 0.5 
Pan 15.7 0.4 
Totals 3752.0 100.0 
Table 4 
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Figure 4 
Cement: All of the experimental concrete batches were made 'With 
Type I Red Ring brand of cement, which is manufactured by the Missouri 
Portl.and Cement Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Although it was not 
eJq:>erimentally determined the specific gravity ot the cement was 
assumed to be 3.15. 
Specimen Capping Material: The concrete cylinders and the hollow 
concrete 1oad bearing bl.ocks were capped with dental molding Plaster 
of Paris. This material has a time of set of 7 to 1,3 minutes and is 
produced by Octagon Process Incorporated, staten Island, New York. 
Concrete Blocks: The concrete blocks were provided by the Rolla 
Concrete Y.t&terials Incorporated, Roll.a, Missouri. These blocks are 
the two hole-three web type of hollow load bearing block. This block 
is sometimes referred to as the "standard 8" block. 
The primary const,ituents of this bl.ock are 33 1/2# or sand 
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having a fineness modulus of 2.54, 4 1/2# o£ cement, 2% air by volume, 
and Cal.cium Chl.oride. 
This bl.ock is cured under steam for 8 hours and then placed 
outdoors where it is periodic~ wet down !"or a period of 28 days. 
EQUIPMENT 
The equipment used to conduct this research was the Rebound 
Hammer, Model n, Rebound Hammer jig, concrete mixer, testing machine, 
cylinder molds, gaging disk, cylinder jig, and a hammer calibration 
plate. A discussion of each follows. 
Rebound Hammer: The Concrete Test Hammer, Model. II, consists of 
a steel pl.unger free to travel in a lightweight tubular .tra.me. The 
plunger is driven by a singl.e compression spring. See Figure 5. 
To obtain a rebound reading, 'IR", the instrument is pressed 
against the concrete sur£ace and the indicator reading is observed. 
By means of Rebound Number-Compressive strength curves the compressive 
strength is determined. 
Rebound Hammer Jig: The Rebound Hammer jig is a wooden frame with 
a sliding block to which the hammer is attached. See Figure 6. This 
apparatus was buil.t in order to keep the hammer in a position 
perpendicular to the surf'ace tested. 
Concrete Mixer: The Lancaster Counter Current Batch Mixer, 4 
cubic toot oapaci ty, was used in the preparation of the experimental. 
concrete. This mixer is manufactured by the Lancaster Iron Works ot 
lancaster, Pennsy-l.vania. 
Testine; Machine: A Tini.us Ol.sen, 200,000/1 capacity, beam type 
testing machine was used to break the cylinders and concrete blocks. 
The cylinders were placed on a pedestal and crushed by means of the 
8" testing head. The blocks were placed on the plata- .and the load 
distributed from the head to a steel plate 10" x 18" x 1 1/2". 
Cylinder Molds: Paraffin covered, standard 6", paper cylinder 
molds were used to cast the concrete cylinders. Theae metal bottan 















REBOUND HAMMER. MODEL n 
3/4 Actual Size 
Tubular Frame 
Removable Cap 
Steel Plunger Compressed 
21. 
Figure 6 
Gaging Disk: In order to insure that the Rebound Readings were 
not taken too c:Lose to one another a gaging disk was devel.oped. This 
disk is a 3/32" piece or plastic 6tt in diameter with ho1es bored 
through it. '!he holes are spaced in two concentric circles with no 
hole closer to the adjacent, one than 1"• This device is placed on top 
ot the cylinder and the rebound position marked through the ho:Le in 
the plastic. 
Qyl.inder Jig: To facilitate the obtention of the cylinder 
rebound readings in the horizontal. position a cylinder jig vas bui1t. 
This jig was constructed of p~od. See Figure 7. 
Figure? 
Hammer Calibration Plate: The manufacture di.d not provide a 
aethod o! calibrating the Rebound Hammer, it was theref"ore deemed 
necessary to devise a method of calibration. A 1" x 4" x 6" steel 
plate with a Brinne11 hardness or 89 was used tor this purpose. The 
zero reading for the Rebound Hammer in the vertically downward 




Preparation and Testing of Cylinders 
It was determined that in order to: (l.) verity the accuracy of 
the manufactures ~"-Compressive Strength curves, (2) devel.op 
supplementary "R"-Compressive Strength curves tor aggregate common to 
Southeast Missouri, (3) augment the manufactures calibration curves 
tor concrete at an early age, (4) deve1op a technique tor operation 
of the Rebound Hammer it would be necessar,y to obtain exper.imental 
data from at l.east three different mix designs, each containing three 
types and sizes of coarse aggregate. The mixes se1ected were ones 
which woul.d have a 28 day compressive strength of approximately 2000, 
3500 and 5000 psi. The various combinations of desi.gn £0 and 
aggregates "A", "B", and ncn provided the data f'rom 162 cylinders 
upon which to base the previously described correlation. 
Design of Mixes: There are several satisfactory methods of 
designing a concrete mix, however~ the one selected was the pro-
cedure outlined by the Portland Cement Association(l.). This 
(l) Design and Control. of Concrete Mixtures, Portland Cement 
Association, loth Edition, PP• 15-19, 1952. 
procedure is based upon the water-cement ratio relationship to com-
.Pressi ve strength and is computed by means of the absolute volume 
criteria. 
By utilization or the graph, Figure s. and a known design fc at 
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FigureS 
With a known maximum aggregate size, Fineness Modulus, and the 
required gallons of water per sack of cement the per cent o£ sand 
and per cent of coarse aggregate was detennined from Table 5, an 
extract trom the P.C.A. Design Manual. 
:VlB.Ximum Size \~ater in Gal. Water in Gal. Fine 
of per Aggregate % 
Aggregate in per Cubic Yard of of 
inches Concrete Total 
Sack of Cement Aggregate 
Fineness Modulus 2.20 - 2.6o 
3/4 5 38 43 
1 ~ 37 38 / 
Table 5 
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From the preceding data and with the necessary calculations the 
final mix design was obtained. The complete designs with computations 
are sholm in Appendix E. The net yield for each mix was J.S cubic 
feet per batch. 
Batching and Mixing: The constituents for the experimental. 
concrete ~es vere proportioned by weight and then mixed tor one 
minute. The 3.8 cubic foot batches were adequate to fill 18 cylinder 
molds. 
Casting and Curing: In accordance with A.S.T.~1. Specifications(2) 
(2) CJl-55, Making and Curing Concrete Compression and Flexural Test 
Specimens in the Field, A.S.T.M. standards, Part 3. P• 1314, 1955. 
the cylinders were filled by thirds and rodded 25 times at each 
layer. The excess concrete was struck :trom the top of the cylinders 
and the specimens were placed in the curing room. 
The curing operation was accomplished by means of a curing room 
which maintained a relatively constant air temperature and a 
continuous water fog. At the end of one day the paper cylinder mol.ds 
were removed from the specimen to pennit uniform curing up to 28 
dqs. 
Testing Cycle: As was previously pointed out l.8 cylinders were 
cast £or each of the following mixss 2000A, 2000B, 2000C, 3500A, 
3500B, 35qc>C, 5000A, 5000B and 5000C with the l.etter denoting the type 
of coarse aggregate. 
Three cylinders from each batch were taken from the curing room 
and tested at 1, 3, 5, 7, 1.4 and 28 day' intervals. This testing 
cycl.e provi.ded inf'ormation pertinent to concrete at an ear13' age and 
also permitted correlation with the manufacturers "R"-Compressi ve 
Strength calibration curves. 
Rebound Readings: When the cylinders had reached the required 
age three £rom each batch were removed from the curing room and all.owed 
to stand until they had reached a surface-dry condition, usually 20 to 
30 rrdnutes, since moist cylinders yield lower "R" readings. 
Arter the specimens had dried sufficient~ the plastic Gaging Disk 
was pl.aced on the bottom of the cylinders and the rebound positions 
were marked through the disk to the surface of the concrete. At this 
time the cylinders were numbered 1, 2 and 3. All of the rebound 
readings were taken on the bottom of the cylinders, as this surface 
more nearly s~t.ed the finish which would be obtained against a 
concrete form. Figure 9 shows the Gaging Disk in position on the 
cylinder. 
The Rebound Hammer is stored with the driv.ing spring compressed. 
In order to release the plunger and spring the hammer 'WaS pressed 
against a rigid surface and the spring allowed to expand. The pro-
cedure to obtain "R" readings was to place the pl.unger over one of 
the marks on the cylinder while at the same time holding the Hammer 
Jig firmly against the concrete. The tubular frame was then pressed 
towards the specimen until the spring was tripped and the indicator 
need1e registered the "R" val.ue. The spring lock button was 
depressed with the hammer still pressed firmly against the cylinder. 
The hammer was then removed f'rom the cylinder and the "R" reading 
observed. 
Before testing the cylinders with the Rebound Hammer the hammer 
calibration plate was placed on the concrete floor and 5 calibration 
readings were taken. The av~rage or these 5 readings was compared to 
the standard "R" reading of 45, in the vertically downward position. 
Figure 9 
The horizontal. readings were obtained by placing the cylinder in 
the cylinder jig with the ~ugh end, the top, butted up against a 
concrete wall to provide the required stability. See Figure 10. With 
the cyliDder in this position 5 horizontal. "R" readings were taken on 
each of the three cylinders. This information was recorded on the 
data sheet. 
The verti~ downward "R" values were determined by standing 
the cylinders on the eonc~e floor with the smooth marked surface up. 
Five readings were taken tor each or the three cylinders in this 
position. This data was recorded on the same dat,a sheet as the hori-




In some instances it was necessary- to take more than five ''R" 
reacli ngs due to the f'aet that some of the readings were exceptio~ 
high or 1ow. having a ·rang~ ot more than 5 indicator units t.rom the 
other readings. These readings were thrown out and supplementary 
data obtained. 
Capping: Immediately aft,er the rebound readings were taken the 
cylinders were capped in accordance with the A.S.T.M. specitications(.3). 
(.3) 0.39-49. Compressive Strength or Mo1d.ed Concrete CJ'lindera• 
A.S.T.M. Standards, Part 3. P• 1312, 1955. · 
The cylinders were capped with dental. molding Plaster ot Paris and 
al.lowed t.o set. for a period ot one hour. 
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Figure ll 
Breaking the Cxlinders: In order to determine the correl.ation 
between the rebound number and the compressive strength of the concrete 
the cylinders were broken by means ot a Tinius Ol.sen testing machine. 
This was acoompli.shed by centering the cylinder on the ped.esta1 and 
bringing the 8" loading head into contact with the top ot the cylinder. 
The load was then applied at a uniform slow rate~ low gear. until the 
specimen had tai1ed. The breaking l.oad was recorded on the same data 
sheet containing the horisonta1 and vertical rebound data. This 
procedure was repeated tor all. three cylinders. 
Computations: The correlation between t'R,tt and compressive 
strength was determined by averaging the 15 "R" readings horizon~ • 
15 "R" readings vertically downward• and computing the compressive 
strength by dividing the breaking l.oad by the area o~ the cylinder• 
28.2:/4 square inches. The three compressive strengths were then 
averaged to provide the correlation to the rebound number. The data 
sheets are tabu1ated in Appendices A through c. 
. The rebound numbers versus compressive strength were pl.otted on 
semi-log paper and compared to the manu£acturer\J calibration curves. 
Preparation and Testing o~ Blocks 
The procedure utilized in testing the concrete blocks supplied 
by Rolla Concrete l'Iaterials Incorporated was very similar to the 
method anployed in testing the cylinders. The blocks were delivered 
t.o the laboratory upon completion of 8 hours of steam curing, and 
were stored in the open air to simulate actual conditions. 
The testing cycle for the blocks was the same as for the c,y-
linders 1 1 3, 5, 71 14 and 28 days. 
The blocks were capped :immediately a£t,er they were received. 
The method or capping employed was to place a bed or wet Plaster of 
Paris on the wax paper which covered a 3/4" p~ood board. The open 
face of the block was then pressed into the capping material and the 
plaster was allowed to set. When the plaster had become sufficiently 
solid the block was removed .from the plywood, the excess plaster was 
trimmed off, and the procedure repeated upon the opposite face of the 
specimen. All 18 blocks were capped within 4 hours after delivery. 
The vertically downward readings were obtained by placing the 
block on the concrete floor and taking 5 readings on the section 
supported by the center web. See Figure 12. Some of' the first 
readings were taken over the area supported by the end web members 1 
but this pz-ocedure was discontinued due to the .tact that the "R" 
values obtained f'rom this portion or the b1ock were approxima;\;e]J 
20% 1ower than those taken at the center. Three b1ocks were tested 
at each of the time intervals. The rebound data was recorded on the 
data sheet adjacent to the appropriate block number. 
To obtain the horizontal rebound readings it was necessary to 
hold the block in the Olsen testing machine to acquire the required 




horizontal. position by butting them up against a concrete vall. but 
this procedure did not yield satisf'actoey resul.ta and was replaced by 
the method previously described. 
With the bl.ock held firmly in the testing machine 5 horizontal. 
readings were taken on each of the three b1ocke and the resul.ting in-
formation tabulated on the data sheet. together with the vertical. 
readings. See Fi.gure 13. The same qat.em of eliminating high or l.ow 
readings was used in the determination of' "R" tor the bl.ocks as vas used 
in determining "R" for the cyl.inders. 
Figure 13 
To deter.mine the breaking load the block was centered on the 
platen o£ the testing machine and a 1 1/2" x 10" x 18" steel. plate 
was pl.aoed on top or the block. The l.oading head was brought into 
contact with the plate and the load was applied at a uniform rate 
until. the block £ailed. The A.S.T.M. specif1cations(4) require that 
(4) clJ;0-55, Sampling and Testing Concrete Masonry Unit,, A.S.T.M. 
Standards, Part 3. P• 511. 1955. 
t,he bl.ock be loaded in not. less than one minute nor more than t'WO 
minutes. The breald.ng load was observed and recorded on the data 
sheet. 'ftle data sheet a for the concrete block tests are sbcnm in 
Appendix D. 
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The compressive strengths ot the hollow concrete masonry b1ocks 
were determined by two methods, the gross area method and t.he net area 
method. The gross area was calcul.ated to be 119.14 square inches and 
the net area was foll.OO to be 62.5 square inches. By dividing these 
values into the breaking load the gross and net compressive strength 
was computed. 
The points plotted on the ~"-Compressive Strength curves were 
computed by averaging the 15 "R" values horizontalJ..y, 15 "R" values 
vertically downward, 3 gross compressive strengths val.ues, and the 3 
net compressive strength val.ues. This entire procedure was repeated 
for each of the time interva1s until &11 18 blocks were tested. 
Comparative Roughness Tests 
In the preceding outline of procedure it was pointed out that 
all. the rebound readings were ~en on the smooth end of the cylinders. 
To make a comparison of the "R" values obtained from a smooth surface 
to those obtained f'rom a rough surface the .tollowing test was con-
ducted. 
Six concrete cylinders all. cast from the same batch o.t concrete 
were tested at 28 days of age. Each cylinder was tested in the 
horizontal and vertical position on both ends. See Table 9. Figure 
14 shows the difference in roughness ot the cylinder ends. 
Five readings were taken in each position and the results were 
tabulated in Table '· The per cent of difference was computed and 
recorded in Tab1e 9. 
Hammer Orientation Tests 
To determine the ef'f'ect of' "R" va1ues obtained when the Rebound 
Humer was not held perf'ectq vertical to the surface tested the 
rollowing hamner orientation test was run. 
Figure l.}t 
Six cylinders cast f'rom. the same batch of' concrete were tested 
with the hammer he1d slight~ askew, no more than 5 degrees. Five 
readings were taken on each cylinder ho1ding the haumer sl.ightzy out 
of p1umb and five more readings were taken with the hammer mounted to 
the Hanmer Jig. The resuJ.ts and computed differences were listed in 
Table 10. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the Rebound Number-Compressive strength relation-
ship tests on concrete cylinders were analyzed by groups according to 
their design compressive strength, in other words the 2000 Series, 
3 500 Series, and 5000 Series. These groups were :further subdivided by 
aggregate types. The tabuJ.ar resu1ts are graphically represented in 
Figures 1.5 through 4J,.. In these graphs the manufactures "R"-Com-
pressive Strength calibration curves are plotted as a solid line and 
the experimental. curves as a broken line. The data sheets are in-
cluded in Appendices A through c. 
The resu1ts of the "R"-Compressive Strength observations for 
concrete blocks are depicted graphically in Figure 42 and tabulated 
in Appendix D. 
2000 Series 
2000A: From the results plotted in Figures 15 and 16 it may 
be observed that the manufactures and the experimental curves are 
nearzy coincidental, deviating by one standard graduation of the 
Rebound Hammer scale in the vertica.l4r downward and horizontal. 
position. For equal compressive etrength va1ues the "R" for the 
experimenta1 curve vas greater than for the manu.t'actures va1ues of 
nan. 
Due to the fact that the hanmer indicator sca1e was not cali-
brated for "R11 readings of less than 10 units it was impossible to 
obtain vertically downward rebound numbers for the c,y1inders at one 
day age. See Appendix A. In order to obtain the ''R"-Compreasive 
Strength relationship, vertical.l.y downward for the 2000A specimens at 
ages of 3-7 days, it was necessary to estimate some of the "R" 
readings of less than 10 units and to omit readings which were too 
l.ow to be estimated. This procedure of estimation was later dis-
continued due to the inaccuracy involved. The horizontal. readings 
were easily discernible for specimens at a11 ages. 
The inadequacy of the vertical.J.y downward "R11 values for ages 
1-7 days was attributed to the fact that the concrete did not reach 
sufficient strength to allow the use of the Rebound Hammer. 
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2000B: It is apparent from Figures 17 and 18 that the design f'c 
was exceeded by approximate1y lOOO psi. and this in turn accounted f'or 
the fact that the magnitude or the "R" readings at early ages was 
sutf'icient to register on the indicator scal.e. 
The average deviation of' the "R" values .from the manuf'acture•s 
curves in the vertica.ll,y downward direction vas one indicator unit 
and in the horizontal direction, 0.5 units. 
20000: The same dif't:icu:Lty of obtaining adequate "R" readings 
in the vertically downward di.rection at one day was encountered in 
mix 2000C as in 2000A. 
Figures 19 and 20 indicate that the average deviation from the 
manuf'acture.S curves was more pronounced for this mix, especiall.y £rom 
14-28 dqs. During the later portion ot the curing cyc1e the water 
spra;r was accident~ turned of.f and consequently the cylinders 
deve~oped a case-hardened condition Which in turn increased the 
rebound number 'Without a corresponding increase in compressive 
strength. 
The average deviation in the vertic~ downward direction was 
2.4 indicator units and 1.8 units in the horizontal direction. 
Composite ot 2000 Series: To make a comparison ot the results 
ot the experimental. data and the manu.£acture.;data Figures 20 and 21 
were p1otted. These curves were derived from the composite of data 
for mixes 2000A. 2000B and 2000C. 
The manuf'acturers curves and the composite experimental. curves 
had an average vertical downward deviation o£ 1.8 units and a hori-
zontal deviation of 0.8 units. For comparable compressive strengths 
the rebound numbers for the experimenta1 curves were J.arger. This 
Tariance il.l.ustrated that there is a definite di:fference in the cali-
bration curves. depending on the source and type of aggregate. The 
physical characteristics of each hammer would also contribute to this 
deviation. 
A comparison o£ curves 15 through 20 did not reveal any 
appreciable difference in ''R" versus Compressive Strength with respect 
to the aggregate size or 28 day f 0 • 
Based upon concrete compressive strengths ranging from 1500-6000 
psi •• the effective range of the manufacture ... calibration curves was 
increased by 13.8 per cent for horizontal readings and 21.8 per cent 
:for vertica1~ downward "R" values. This increase resulted from the 
correlation of Rebound Number versus Compressive Strength for 
specimens at ages l.-7 days. The Talues of the ''R" readings vertical.ly 
downward for mixaa which had not acquired a compressive strength of at 
least 700 psi. did not prove satisfactory due to the :inability or the 
Rebound Hammer to register less than ten scale units. 
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3500 Series 
The resUlts of the tests upon the 3500 Series were similar to 
those obtained from the 2000 Series, differing primari~ in ~tude. 
See Figures 23 through 28. 
The deviation of the experimental curve for mix 3500A, vertically 
do1mward, was on the opposite side of the manufacture.Scurve, in other 
~rds for equal values of compressive strength the rebound numbers 
were smaller than those indicated by the manufacturer. 
The average deviation in the "R" values of the experimental 
curves from the manufacturers for the remaining mixes was slightly 
less than those computed for the 2000 Series. See Table 6. 
Average Deviation o£ "R" Readings 
in Scale Indicator Units 
Hammer 
Position 3500A 3500B 3500C Composite 
Vertical 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.6 
Horizontal 1.3 1.? 0.2 1.6 
Table 6 
The composite experimental curve, Figures 2!1 and 30, were 
indi.cati ve or the fact that the aggregate type and source has an 
etrect upon the rebound number as was also shown in the 2000 Series. 
The experimental correl.ation between "R" and the compressive 
strength o:f concrete at early ages for the 3500 Series increased the 
effective range of the calibration curves by 16.2 per cent. · These 
calculations were based on concrete compressive strengths ranging 
from 1500-6000 psi. which was assumed to be the normal. working range 
ot concrete. 
5000 Series 
The 5000 Series of experimental mixes exhibited a greater 
deviation in "R" from the rna.nu.facturebcurves than did the other two 
series. See Table 7. lack of continuous curing was again evidenced 
41 
in some o£ the cylinders of this series as can be seen from Figures 31 
through 38. 
The maximum compressive strength of mix 5000B was considerably 
l.ess than the design ! 0 • This was attributed to an increase in the 
moisture content of the aggregate due to seepage into the storage bi.ns 
after moisture content determinations. 
The data sheets for the 5000 Series are tabulated and inclosed 
in Appendix c. 
Average Deviation o:f ''R" Readings 
Hanuner in Scale Indicator Units 
Position 
5000A 5000B 5000C Composite 
Vertical 1.5 5.6 2.9 3.7 
Horizontal 1.3 4.4 3.7 2.4 
Table 7 
The effective range of the vertical.zy downward readings was in-
creased by 16.7 per cent and the horizontal range was increased by 5.6 
per cent due to data obtained from cy1inders 1-5 days old. 
Comparative Roughness Test 
This test brought out one important point. Rebound Numbers 
which are taken upon a rough concrete surface yield results which 
are consistently lower than those from a smooth surface. The test 
data £or this comparison is shown in Table 9. 
"R" ''R" ''R" ''R" Per Cent Per Cent 
Cyl.. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Di.ff. Diff'. 
No. Rough Rough Smooth Smooth Vert. Horiz. 
End End End End 
26 32 . 28 3l 
1 28 30 29 30 28 32 29 34 6.95 0.65 
26 30 28 30 
26 32 30 30 
24 20 29 30 
18 23 30 34 
2 20 22 30 30 15.5 28.6 
24 2A 29 30 
24 22 30 32 
17 25 28 28 
20 25 30 30 
3 17 26 29 31 33.9 16.7 
21 Z7 30 28 
21 28 29 32 
22 23 28 27 
24 23 27 28 
4 26 26 27 30 ll.2 15.5 
24 24 28 27 
26 2L. 26 30 
17 28 29 31 
18 28 29 29 
5 17 30 28 32 35.8 6.9 
19 30 30 32 
22 'Z1 29 32 
19 2:7 26 30 
22 24 26 32 
6 20 23 Z7 32 23.7 19.4 
22 25 28 30 
20 26 28 31 
Table 9 
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Hammer Orientation Tests 
It can be seen .from the data contained in Table l.O that orien-
tation of the Rebound Hammer has a definite effect upon the magnitude 
and range of the 11R" readings. When the hammer -was held out or plumb 
the corresponding "R" values ran £rom 5.9 to 11.8 per cent lower than 
when the readings were taken with the hammer perpendicular to the 
tested surface. 
In addition to l.owering the ''R" values when the hammer was not 
hel.d normal. to the tested surface. the maximum and minimum "R"'s were 
more wide~ separated which in turn produced a less reliabl.e average 
value for nan. With the hammer in the perpendicular position the 
maximum range of scal.e units was 3 • but "''hen the hammer was not held 
plumb the maximum range was 5 scale units. 



































From Figure 42 and Appendix D it can be seen that the resu1ts of 
the ~"-Compressive Strength tests on the blocks were ver.y erratic and 
practic~ ot no value. 
The 1-5 d~ readings formed a smooth calibration curve, however, 
the subsequent read1ngs were inconsistant. Alter the blocks had 
reached an age ot 7 d~s the Rebound Hanmer readings continued to 
increase even though there was no appreciable increase in the com-
pressive strength. This lack of correlation ~ have resul.ted from 
the case-hardening affect previously described in the discussion ot 
the cy-linder results. 
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Composite calibration Curves 
The horizontal and vertical results ot the 2000 Series, .3500 
Series and 5000 Series were plotted in Figures .39 and 40 to produce 
the composite calibration curves of Rebound Number versus Compressive 
Strength tor concrete mixed trom aggregates eamaon to Southeast 
Missouri. The resulting experimental curves revealed that the 
manufacturer's curves were not adequate to be utilized tor compressive 
strength determinations upon all specimens o! concrete without con-
sideration ot the aggregate source and type. 
From Figure .39 the average deviation in "R" vas determined to be 
2.3 scale un1 ts higher tor the experimental curve than tor an equal 
compressive strength on the manufacturer's curve. This variance in 
terms ot stress causes &rJ¥ compress! ve strength obtained from the 
.· manufacturer's curve to be on an average ot 495 psi. higher than the 
actual strength or the concrete. 
The correlation of the data for concrete at ear~ ages, 1-7 
days, increased the effective range ot the verticall.y downward cali-
bration curve by 21.6 per cent and the horizontal curve by ]J.S 
per cent. 
'l'he minimum age ot a concrete specimen to be tested with the 
Rebouni Hanmer was reduced trom 7 dqs to one ~ tor concretes 
vhich have a compressive strength of over 1500 psi. in 28 dqs and 
3 dqs it the compressive strength is less than 1500 psi. in 28 days. 
From Figure 40 an average deviation in "R" ot 2.5 scale units 
was computed. This value opressed in terms of psi. and compared to 
the manufacturer's curve showed the manufacturer's curve to be on the 








The main point to emphasize; in the technique ot operating the 
Concrete Test Hammer, is one which is common to all control testing 
methods, and that is to exercise extreme care in al1 phases o! the 
operation. From the experimental. data contained herein, and other 
literature on this subject, the f'ollowing technique was developed. 
Careful selection of the concrete area to be tested is of prime 
importance in determining the compressive strength of concrete by 
means ot the Rebound Hammer. The test area must be surface-dry or the 
"R" values will be too low. The test surface should be relative]Jr 
smooth, in other words it should be an area which has been cast 
against the form and not a trowel.ed or fioated surface. Last:cy, the 
test zone must be of sufficient thickness to provide the required 
stability. A minimum thickness of 4" is necessary to prevent an 
elastic deformation which will reduce the test results. 
As in all good test procedures the instrument should be cali-
brated prior to testing a specimen. The Rebound Humber obtained 
trom a steel plate which has been adequate~ supported provides a 
good means of checking the instrument. The plate shou1d be of 
standard structural. steel due to the availability o! this material 
at most construction sites. 
To insure the best possible test results it is necessary to 
mount the hammer to same type of jig which will keep it in a position 
perpendicular to the surface tested. The jig shown herein is 
lightweight and inexpensive to construct. Al.ong with the orientation 
o£ the hammer the spacing between rebound readings must be controlled. 
No two readings should be taken closer than one inch £rom each other. 
The ''R" value used to determine the compressive strength should 
be an average of at least 10 trials. The best procedure is to take 
15 readings and throw out the 5 most extreme readings. The average 
of the remaining 10 will give a reliable correlation of "R" to com-
pressive strength. 
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The Rebound Hammer can be used effectively to determine the com-
pressive strength of concrete at one d~, regardless of hammer position, 
if the 28 day strength will exceed 1500 psi. If the concrete will not 
meet this criteria readings taken in the horizontal or vertically up-
ward direction will supply the necessary information. 
To obtain close correlation of "R" to compressive strength 
on-the-job calibration curves should be developed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The resul.ts of this research have shown the manufacture's cali-
bration curves to be relatively accurate, but they do not permit the 
determination of the compressive strength within 15 per cent as 
claimed by the manufacturer. This does not mean that the manutaeture~s 
correlation between Rebound Number and Compressive strength is en-
tirely erroneous but only that in order to obtain close control it is 
necessary to develop new calibration curves for aggregates originating 
from different locales. 
The Rebound Hammer ean be used to determine the compressive 
strength of concrete at early ages, 1-7 days, even though the 
manufacture's calibration curves start w.i.th strengths obtained at seven 
days. The only limitation that need be imposed upon the capabilities 
of the hammer is, that for testing concrete Which will not reach a 28 
~ compressive strength or 1500 psi., the vertically dow.nward hammer 
position cannot be used. A11 other positions will provide accurate 
results regardless of the design f 0 • 
The value of the result obtained by utilization or the Rebound 
Hammer is directly dependent upon the technique employed. There are 
several factors which will affect the accuracy of the "R" readings 
such as, surface moisture condition of the concrete, roughness of the 
concrete surface, orientation o£ the hammer, source o£ the aggregate, 
and the ability of the operator to evaluate the test results. 
In the opinion of the author, the Concrete Test Hammer will not 
replace the present means o£ determining the compressive strength of 
concrete but it does provide an excellent means o£ field control. 
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One of the best uses for the Rebound Hammer woul.d be to detennine when 
concrete forms can be removed. 
The tests conducted on the concrete blocks did not indicate that 
the Rebound Hammer would be satisfactory to determine the compressive 
strength of this type of structural material, however, further study 
may show that the Concrete Test Hammer could be a useful tool to 
determine if the blocks will have sufficient strength, if the 
readings are taken very shortly after the steam curing process. 
APPENDIX A 
Appendix A is a complete tabulation of compressive strength 
and rebound data pertinent to the 2000 Series, ~t.dch includes 
aggregates A, B and c. The individual. data sheets show the Rebound 





fc 2000(A} Date Cast J November1 1956 Aggregate Size _1/J:!._ 
AGE . OF CYLTIIDER 1 Daz AGE OF CYLINDER J DalS AGE OF CYLINDER 2 D~~ 
• • • G) U) G) 
....::& ~ ....:1 ~ ....::& ~ ES s:: < s:: ....::& < s:: f5 ~ e> .,.... = ~ .. ~ d ort = ~ E-t d .,.... 
= ~ z !1 .n ~c..> - ~ ~ ~ ~(.) = z ~ s:: ~~ = 0 H CI)Gl ~0 Cl) -.H ~0 •r1 tn.r-f ~~ ~~ ~ ~p. H - N ~ (1).,-t ~ • N ~ f3a ~ ~ H ~ ~a H ~ g~ ~ 5 ~ €5 ~ ~ ~ :c ~ Cl) ::X:: H Cl) :c . ~ C/) 
u.s 8 ' 17 . 9 17 
1st lJa..O 9 17.5 12 14 
l3·9 10800 382 10 1o.5 19700 696 NR 13 28730 10~ 
12.1 9 17 NR 16 
13.8 NR 17 NR 16 
2nd 16 .. 1 NR 16.5 12 21 12.2 LlQ 1'5.0 NR 18 
17 .. a 1n~1.n ~67 NR 17 18900 668 NR 18 27350 966 
10 .. 0 NR u NR 19 
1~.0 10 lk. NR 19 
3rd lk..O NR 
-24 11 20 
12.0 NR 15 13 12 
12.0 ,,~ ~96 NR li 20600 728 12 16 29550 1040 
12.L. NR 13 12 17 
1? .. 0 NR l'i 12 15 
Tar. 202.1 32240 1140 58 218 59200 2092 104 ~1 86630 3026 
AVG. 13.5 10746 380 9.3 15.6 19733 697 11.6 16.5 28876 1020 
83 
DATA SHEET. 
fc ~~~J- Date Cast l November 1226 Aggregate Size ':J/JJ.tt 
AGE :OF CYLniDER '1 da.va AGE OF CYLINDER JJJ: da! AGE OF CYLINDER 2a da.ll 
• • • m m m 
...4 ~ ...:1 ~ ..4 ~ ~ !1 < ~ ...4 < -r1 II = ~ C!> :: ..4 = ~ d .,-t :: ~ e-. Q = ~ ~ ;1 ...... e=:< ~ ~ ~~· = z ~ ~ ~~ .. . o ~0 (/) ~0 U).,-l ~~ ~~ ~ H .. ~ ~ Cll-M ~ .. N ~ ~R ~ ~ ~ ~a H ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ :X:: c:Q Cl) ~ ::c .-1 U) ::c c:o H tl) 
1st 
6 18 13 22 18 20 
6 16 ll 22 18 23 
7 16 24400 862 15. 21 38890 1372 20 20 49800 171:/J 
7 18 l2 20 19 20 
10 17 14 21 18 22 
2nd 6 18 15 22 18 20 6 18 13 20 18 21 
7 16 Z72J?JO 965 12 22 36260 1281 17 18 41400 1462 
6 19. F*· 20 14 2l 6 16 20 14 21 
3rd 6 17 13 19 19 21 s 18 12 20 18 18 
h 17 la2'i0 6L.'i u · 1a L.16~0 1'iL.l . 17 1a ~S'i6o 1~61 
s lQ li 22 1a 20 
1.. 10 l" lA 20 22 
Tar. 101 262 699.30 2472 216 297 ll8780 4194 265 ~06 l297W 4583 . 
.. 
AVG. 6.7 17.5 23310 824 14.4 19_.8 39593 1398 17.7 20.4 43253 1529 
84 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000~Bl Date cast l Dac~mba~: 1956 Aggregate Size ltt 
AGE OF CYLniDER 1DAt: AGE OF CYLINDER ~ Daz AGE OF CYLniDER 2Da"£ 
• • • 
tl) CD CD 
~ e3 z · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ gj H ~ 0 H = g ~ 0 .,... t ....:t = ~ 0 :: t3 -~ z ~ ~ ~C) . ~ ~ @f5 = 0 H Cl) ~H ori Cf)ori ~0 ori Cl) ~~ ~~ ~ ~a .. ~ ~ ~a H .. N ~ ~a H(;) i ~ ~ i 0 ~ H 0 g~ ~ e5 es <5 @3 ; s :X:: Cl) ~ :X:: H C/) ~ :X:: Cll 
10 -10 16 1a 22 21 1st 12 12 17 16 2!) lS 
12 ll 16780 592 17 19 33540 1185 18 23 58240 2060 
12 10 16 18 18 19_ 
11 12 17 19 16 23 
15 14 17- r:t 16 18 
2nd 12 13 16 16 16 21 
11 14 1626o 574 17 18 33980 1200 18 23 46680 1650 
10 11 17 18 20 21 
ll lL lS 20 16 24 
12 12 17 15 22 22 
3rd 13 15 15 17 --ro 20 
13 11 17290 611 17 18 37520 1.327 18 22 58540 2070 
11 lL. 17 17 17 18 
12 1L. 16 22 17 22 
Tar. 170 l72 50.3.30 1777 250 268 105040 .3712 270 317 16.346o 57eJJ 
AVG. 11.2 ll.5 16776 592 16.7 17.9 3501.3 12.37 18 21.1 54486 19Zl 
85 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000~B) Date Cast 1 December 1956 Aggregate Size 1" 
I 
AGE ,. OF CYLTIIDER '1 DaiS AGE OF CYLINDER Yz D!.'[S AGE OF CYUNDER 28 Dazs 
• • • 
rn U) rn 
H ~ ...:l ~ H ,.0 ES ~ <t! ~ H <( r-f t: ~ ~ 0 -r1 ~~ 8 (~ ·r-1 :: ~ f-4 CJ ..-I :: f§ z ;i -r1 :: z ~ .~ ~0 :: z ~ c: ~gj :: 0 H Cf)Cll .. 0 ~0 en .. H ~0 H ..... CIJ-M ~H g::~ ~ Cf)P,. H .. N ~ Cf)-M ~ .. N ~ ~R g! .. E--4 § ~ ~ ' H ~ ~a H ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ :X: c;Q Cf) ~ ::c fu ....1 Cf) ::r:: ~ ....1 C/) 
1st 
19 20 22 30 ' 26 28 
20 2k 23 28 'Zl 28 
19 24 57140 2020 23 28 71300 2520 30 30 89000 3170 
17 26 I 23 Z7 28 26 
23 20 22 Z7 2b 28 
2nd 
20 22 2A 28 24- 29 
18 26 20 2_6_ 24 28 
20 26 6116o 2160 23 28 74280 2620 25 30 84300 2980 
21 24 22 26 23 30 
19 -24 21 28 24 28 
3rd 18 25 23 26 24 30 17 2A 24 25 24 28 
17 24 58440 206o 24 2o 70720 2500 25 30 88700 3140 
21 23 22 26 27 29 
19 21 24 26 26 27 
Tar. 288 355 176910 6240 340 405 216300 7640 · 3S3 429 262800 9290 
AVG. 19.2 23-7 58910 2080 22.6 27.0 72100 2546 25.5 28.6 876oo 3096 
86 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000(0) Date Gast a ll~~~ml2~t 12~6 Aggregate Size '3/Sn 
AGE ·oF CYLINDER lD&I AGE OF CYLINDER 3 D~s AGE OF CYLINDER 2 Da.ts 
• • • 
tl) Ctl G) 
~ ·e3 z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~~ ~ t 0 H :: g ~ 0 
.,... ~ H 
.. ~ 0 
~t3 t:i z ~ ~ ~(3 r.:1 s:: :: 0 H · t/) ~H .,... (/)oM e;:() •rt Cll ~t:! ~~ - ~ ~l .. ~ ~ ~a H .. N ~ f21ri g! i ~ ~ ~ F2 H 0 ~ r§ ~ ~ ; s ~A :X: tl) ~ :X: Cf) E;! ::r:: Cf) 
NR 16 16 19 14 22 
1st 11 16 12 21 15 20 
12 16 15640 55'3 15 21 35490 1250 16 20 4676o 1650 
NR 16 16 22 17 22 
10 16 14 19 17 21 
2nd NR 16 
14- 18 16 22 
NR 15 13 19 17 21 
10 16 14700 520 16 16 32700 1156 17 22 49300 1740 
NR 15 ~]] 16 1-6 22 
-
11 lL. 15 19 18 20 
NR 16. 17 19 16 20 
3rd 9 17- 18 20 17 20 
NR 1'5 13930 k9k 15 19 37070 ·1310 19 21 4266o 1510 
10 16 15 19 19 23 
10 17 16 18 19 20 
Tar. 83 237 44'Z70 1567 227 285 10526o 3716 253 ~16 138720 4900 . 
AVG. 10.4 15.8 14756 522 15.1 19.0 .. 35086 1239 16.9 21.1 46240 1633 
87 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000(C) Date Cast 8 December 1956 Aggregate Size 3/Stt 
AGE. OF CYLTIIDER 7 Days AGE OF CYLINDER :La De~s AGE OF CYUNDER 28 Dazs 
• • • G) ID G) 
..4 ~ ...:I ~ ..4 ~ ES s:: ::t s:: ..4 < ~ ~~ :: ~ 0 ..,.... = :;] d •rl = ~ E-c Q oM = 6 ~ !i ..,.... ~ -~ ~~ = :0::: ~ CI)Ul ~0 ~0 CJ) ~0 ~ •ri {1).,-1 ~r.! ~~ i Cl)fl. H .. ~ ~ Cl).,-i ~ .. N ~ ~~ ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ •G) H ~ tl ~ 5 ~ p. ~ ~ ~ ~ :X: ~ Cl) ::c Ill H Cl) :X: ~ t-1 C/) 
1st 18 2L. 21 29_ 2~ 29 18 2~ 2~ 29 _21 30 
20 26 46280 . 1635 23 31 61080 2160 22 .31 69200 2442 
21 24 24 30 24 29 
2Q · 2b 24 29 23 30 
2nd 19 25 24 31 23 31 20 24 24 27 28 29 
20 24 55080 1950 24 27 5956o 2104 26 30 66500 2356 
20 2L. 24 28 27 30 
20 26 24 29 26 29 
3rd 18 iA 26 31 25 30 21 24 2o 30 26 30 
20 22 56180 1990 2o 28 6o720 21M. 26 30 72280 2558 
18 21 2~ 29 25 33 
,, ?1. 2t; 28 28 32 
Tar. 294 363 157540 5575 363 436 18136o 6408 375 453 207980 7356 
AVG. 19.6 24.2 52516 1858 24.2 29.0 60453 2136 · 25.0 30.2 69327 2452 
APPENDIX B 
Appendix B is a complete tabulation o£ compressive strength and 
rebound data pertinent to 3500 Series~ which includes aggregate A~ 
B and c. The individual data sheets show the Rebound Readings~ 




fc J200(A) Date Cast 10 November 1956 Aggregate Size 3/4" ~ 
AGE OF CYLDIDER 1 Da.v AGE OF CYLINDER 1 Da.vs AGE OF CYLINDER ~ Da.-ts 
• • • 
m U) co 
..4 ~ ...:I ~ ...:I ~ ES s:: ~ ~ ..4 < ~ f5 ~ 0 .,... ~~ t~ •rl = ~ E-t ~ .,... :: f§ ~ ~ .,... = z ~ -~ ~0 :: z H- ~ ~~ :: 0 -n ~& .. 0 ~0 (/') .. H ~0 ..... (1)-ri ~~ ~~ i H .. N g U)-ri ~ .. N ~ Cl' (I) ~ ~ H ~ ~a H ~ rr-5 p. ~! ~ ~ a ~ ~ ::c m tl) ~ :r: ffi H Cf) ::X: ~ H tt) 
NR 16 17 20 19 27 
1st 11 lS 1S 21 16 28 
12 15 18870 667 16 22 53330 18S5 19 24 71000 25.3$ 
NR 16 1 23 16 26 
10 12 1'7 24 18 28 
2nd 
NR 16 1? 27 17 26 
NR 14 16 22 23 Z7 
NR 16 23420 829 16 25 58890 2080 19 26 69420 2454 
11 . 16 14 26 19 25 
NR 17 15 22 16 24 
3rd NR 18 17 21 23 25 NR . 17 15 23 16 26 
NR 17 223L.O 790 16 24 40100 lll9 18 25 59800 2118 
NR lk 18 19 15 24 
NR 16 16 22 19 2A 
Tar. 44 248 64630 2286 243 341 152320 5384 273 385 201020 7110 
AVG. 11.0 16.5 21543 762 16.2 22.8 50773 1795 18.1 25.6 67007 2370 
90 
DATA SHEET 
fc J~OO(A) Date Cast 10 November 1956 Aggregate Size 3/4" 
AGE OF CYLTIIDER 7 Dals AGE OF CYLIND:ER ~ Da!S AGE OF CYLINDER 28 D!ls 
• • • Ctl ID Ctl 
H ~ ....:1 ~ H ~ ES ~ ~ s:: H ~ ., ~~ =~ 0 = ~ d •rl = ~ 0 = e ~ ;1 .rf = ~ ~ .~ ~0 = z z ~ Cf)Ol ~0 ~0 tJ) .H E:!O H {l)erl ~H ~~ ~ ~A H - f::l ~ Cf).,-i ~ • N ~ &53. g~ -~ ~ · ~ ~ ~a H ~ ~ 5 8 ,_ ~ es ffi @5 ~ :z: ~ Cf) :c H (/) ::t: &:Q H t/) 
1st 
20 26 25 30 2:7 35 
16 23 25 '32 2L. 30 
19 24 61500 2176 Z7 28 84480 2980 2:7, '30 104000 3676 
19 28 27 29 25 32 
20 22 .28 'Z7 25 32 
2nd 19 29 29 32 26 33 18 25 26 33 30 34. 
17 25 8ll20 2978 30 33 85140 3010 28 32 1026oo 3620 
17 28 26 30 30 31 
23 28 28 32 28 32 
3rd 17 26 
29- 28 25 32 
17 25 : 27 27 28 '3'3 
20 26 h??M 2200 26 '30 8'36J.J.O 296o 10 12 1 ( ){)(){-]() ' 1'i1'i 
2l 26 ?!7 10 ?.'i ?Q 
?0 2S 2S ?Q 2L. 12 ' 
Tar. 283 389 207820 7354 408 450 253260 8950 402 489 306600 10831 
AVG. 18.9 25.9 69Z73 2451 27.2 30.0 ·84420 2983 26.8 32.6 102200 ' 3610 
9:1. 
DATA SHEET 
fc j~OO(~} Date Cast l Ilacamba~: l956 Aggregate Size ltt 
AGE OF CYLDIDER 1Dav AGE OF CYLINDER J DAIS AGE OF CYUNDER l\ DAVS 
• • • CD CD (t) 
~ ~ ...:I ~ H ~ ~ s:: 
= ~ s:: =~ ~ -r1 ~~ =~ ~ ~ = ~ 0 erl d =~ !1 ~ ~ .~ a=:o = z ~ s:: ~8. ~0 ~0 Cl) .. H ~0 H .,.. Cl)~ ~~ ~~ ~ H .. N g Cl)~ ~ .. N ~ t33. ~ ~ H ~ ~a H ~ ~~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ :r:: ~ tl) ~ :;c ~ s Cl) :I: ~ t-1 C/) 
1st 
l.L.. 18 '2A 26 21 32 
lA 23 2L. ·. 2S 25 29 
13 15 37620 1~30 '2A 26 65440 2310 25 30 886oo 3130 
13 16 21 32 · 23 29 
1k lb 26 26 24 29 
·12 1' 7 . . .. 25 28 26 26 2nd 18 1'' 25 23 24· 28 · ... . , 
16 19 k0820 1lJJ) 22 23 6256o 2216 2k 31 81980 2900 
lA 20 'Z7 26 26 26 
15 19 25 26 26 Z7 
3rd 
1'7 19 24 26 29 30 
13 17 . 24 29 31 28 
li. 17 39150 1380 28 32 74290 2620 . 27 28 85040 3000 
17 18 "23 30 . 26 'Zl 
l1a. 18 2A ·29 29 28 
Tar. 218 269 l17590 4150 366 410 202290 7l46 386 428 2SS620 9030 
AVG. :u...s 18.0 39196 1383 24.4 27·4 67430 _n;~ 2.382 25.7 28.6 85206 .3010 
92 
DATA SHEET 
fc 3500~B~ Date Cast 1 December 1956 Aggregate Size 1" . 
AGE OF CYLmDER z Daz AGE OF CYLINDER l.L.Du: AGE OF CYLINDER 28Da.t 
• • • 
Cf) Ol G) 
H ffl H ~ ;i ~ ~ ~ < ~ < ~&1 H ~ D H =~ ~ D :: H ~~ D .. < ~ z ~ ~ ~t3 ~ s:: Cf) .. 0 = 0 H Cf) ~H Cf).,-f •r-f ~H ~~ ~ ~1 ~ i ~ ~8. H .. N ~ ~a HE) ; ~ ~ ~ H ~ g~ ~ es E3 gs ~ :X: Cf) ~ ::r: Cl) ~ :X: Cl) 
.30 30 30 32 . 30 34 
1st 27 30 10 32 11 1'i 
28 34 92140 .326o 29 32 _92800 3280 31 37 115020 40W · 
30 34 32 ~J4 32 35 
29 10 28 -:2 32 37 
2e) '31 31 ~~; 31 .35 2nd Z] '31 30 1! 32 . 33 
27 31 89900 3180 .31 36 . 94980 3350 34 .36 109400 3870 
25 34 30 32 34 37 
25 30 29 34 32 35 
26 31 28 .32 32 34 
3rd 25 32 28 33 . 33 35 
27 32 83100 2940 30 32 90420 3190 . 33 34 10700 3780 
24 30 Z7 32 32 36 
26 30 30 33 30 34 
Tar. 402 469 265140 9380 443 494 278200 9820 479 527 331420 ll710 
AVG. 26.8 31 • .3 88713 3127 29.6 32.9 . 92733 .3273 .31•8 .35•0 110473 3903 
93' 
DATA SHEET 
fc 3500~C~ Date Cast 15 December 1956 Aggregate Size 3/811 
AGE OF CYLINDER 1 Daz AGE OF CYLINDffi J Dai AGE OF CYLINDER 5 Dal 
• • • 
U) Ctl 0) 
~ e3 H ~ ~ ~ .~ z < s:: ~&i H ::~ 0 H = ~ ~ 0 .,... :: H ~~ d ::t3 ~ z ~ .;1 Cl)er-i ~(§ ~ ~ (/) H Cl) ~H ~~ ~~ ~ ~1 .. ~ ~ ~a H .. N ~ ~~ g~ ~· ~ ~ ; ~ ~ H ~ ~ e5 es ~ ; 8 ~~ :t: til Cl) ~ :I: C/) ~ ::r: C/) 
10 18 19 22 25 28 
1st n. 19 19 22 24 30 
10 18 35600 126o 20 21 68040 2400 24 26 88700 3140 
12 18 21 24 25 25 
10 20 21 23 22 'Zl 
10 T6 -2U · 22 23 25 
2nd 14 17 19 21 23 26 
13 18 36910 1300 20 20 66980 2360 20 27 87100 3080 I-· 17 19 10 25 22 25 
ll 20 20 22 20 26 
u. 20 22 26 23 26 
3rd 16 16 22 27 21 25 14- 19 36130 12'75 22 24 78480 2770 2li._ 26 8516o 3010 
14 18 22 26 24 26 
14 f6 21 26 21 24 
Tar. 186 270 108640 3835 307 .350 213500 7530 341 392 26o96o 9230 
AVG. 12.4 18.0 36216 1278 20.4 23.4 71166 2510 22.8 26.1 86987 3077 
·94 
DATA SHEET . 
fc 3500~0~ Date Cast 15 December 1956 Aggregate Size 3/8" 
AGE OF CYLINDER 7 Daz AGE OF CYLINDER ~ Da~ - AGE OF CYLINDER 2SDAl 
• • • 
Cl) en en 
~ e3 , :z: ~ ~ s:: ~ ~ .~ Ct! t-l ~ 0 H = ~ ~ d ..... :: t-l ~~ d §~ = t3 ~ :z: ~ s:: · ~(5 ~ ~ (/) :: 0 H Cl) Q;!O ..-i Cl).,-f -rt ~~ ~~ ~ ~1 .. H ~ ~a H .. N ~ ~R g~ I ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ H ~ . ~ es · ~ ~ ~ s :t: Cll ~ ::r: Cll ~ :r: (/) 
25 27 29 31 33 34 
1st 25 Z7 28 . 30 30 34 
28 28 88400 3120 30 32 90900 3210 30 35 97340 3440 
25 28 30 31 30 36 
28 28 31 .31 .32 36 
2nd 21 2S 10 32 32 ~2 2l) 10 28 32 .33 . 34 
~·-
2l) 30 91800 3240 28 30 91560 3240 33 35 91000 3220 
25 31 30 . 32 32: 32 
?.'i 10 30 30 34 3o 
23 30 28 34 28 32 
3rd 23 27 31 32 28 35 
?.'5 27 Ql6o0 3238 28 34 97550 3450 30 ~4 960o0 3400 · 
23 2Q 30 32 30 36 
?? 10 2S ·3L. 30 34 
Tar. 370 430 271800 9598 439 477 280010 9900 465 515. 284340 10060 
AVG. 24.6 28.7 906oo .3199 29.2 31.8 93336 3300 31 •. 0 34.3 94780 3353 
95 
APPENDIX C 
Appendix C is a comp1ete tabulation of compressive strength and 
rebound data pertinent to the 5000 Series, which inc1udes aggregates 
A, B and c. The individual data sheets show the Rebound Readings, 
Breald.ng Load, Compressive Strength and the Age of the specimen. 
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DATA SHEET 
fc 2000~Al Date Cast 17 November 1956 Aggregate Size 3/4"· 
AGE OF CYLniDER 1 Daz AGE OF CYLINDER 3 Day AGE OF CYLINDER 5 Day 
• • • U) tD H 
rt) 
H ~ ....:! ~ ~ fS s:: ~ s:: H < ~ ~~ = ~ ~ ~ = H 0 •rl = --~ e-. Q = ~ ~ .,-i ~< = ~ ~ .~ ~o- = ~ ~ ~ -n CI)Gl .. 0 ~0 Cl) .. H ~0 tf).,-1 ~H ~N i ~A H .. N i Cl)er'f ~ .. N ~ "1 0) g~ - E-4 .. H ~ g;: H ~ ~a H ~ ~p. ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ::c tl) ~ ::I: .-1 C/) ::r:: ~ C/) 
17 21 2A 26 28 30 
1st 16 21 2JJ. 'Zl 28 28 
' 16 21 L.9180 1740 22 31 8_7040 3080 28 26 84360 2980 
16 20 23 29 26 30 
16 21 ' 25 26- 24 28 
2nd 18 2k. Zl 29 23 30 17 22 23 28 30 32 
16 21 51250 1810 23 28 94980 336o 28 31 98620 3480 
16 2'3 
' 
25 28 25 32 
17 2A 24 'Zl 34 32 
3rd 18 21 20 25 26 28 16 · 20 24 25 26 30 
16 21 49000 1730 24 30 . 66240 2340 24 3:1. 87520 3100 
16 22 '25 29 25 30 
17 2~ 26 ·2b Z7 29 
Tar. 248 . 325 149430 5280. . 359 434 248260 8780 402 447 270500 9560 
AVG. 16.5 21.6 49810 17f:J:J 24.0 28.9 82753 2926 26.8 29.8 90166 ,' 3186 
97 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000~A) Date Cast 17 November 12~6 Aggregate Size 3/4" -
AGE OF CYLTIIDER 7 Dal AGE OF CYLINDER M: Dai . AGE OF CYUNDER __2S D~J: 
• • • Vl U) 0) 
H ~ ...:1 ~ H ,a fS s:: < s:: H ~ r-f s:: f5 ~ (J .n ~g E._. 0 ·ri = <I! C-' ..... :: f§ z ~ -n = z ~ - .~ ~0 = z ~ s:: ~~ :: 0 H .n ~~ ~0 C/1 ~ H ~0 ...... cn.n ~~ ~~ ~ H - N g (/)~ ~ ~ N ~ t3& ~ ~ E-4 H ~ ~& H ~ g! ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ tl) ~ :c Fa H Cl} :I:: r;Q H (,') 
1st 
30 30 12 ~ 32 40 
Z7 32 28 3l- 34 kO 
26 30 96200 3400 28 33 99800 3530 34 38 125020 4420 
29 30 34 31 33 37 
28 jU 32 31 32 39 
2nd 
30 30 32 33 29 34 
30 29 30 30 30 36 
30 29 95400 3370 30 j2 98420 3480 31 34 124120 4390 
28 29 30 36 32 35 
26 31 32 .32 32 35 
3rd 30 30 33 37 33 36 27 30 34 38 30 36 
28 33 102400 3620 30 33 102000 3600 32 35 124580 4410 
30 30 32 34 30 35 
~0 29 ~L. ~L. 31 37 
Tar. 439 452 294000 10390 471 502 300220 10610 485 547 373720 13210 
AVG. 29.2 30.0 98000 3463 31.4 33·4 100070 3537 32.4 36.5 "124573 4403 
98 
DATA SHEET 
fc ~QQQ(ll) Date Cast 8 Decewher 1226 Aggregate Size 1" 
AGE OF CYLINDER 1 Daz AGE OF CYLINDER 2 Daz AGE OF CYLTIIDER ~ Dai 
• • • Cl) en 0) 
~ ~ z ~ ~ s:: ~ ~ .~ gj H ~ 0 H :: g ~ 0 .... t: H 8 0 - < ~ z ~ ~ ~(3 .. 1-7 ~ s:: §&1 - 0 :: 0 H tl) ~H -M ~a ~() -M tl) ~~ ~~ ~ ~l -N ~ H . - N ~ ~~ H(;g i ~ ~ H ; ~ S! H ~ g~ ~ es 5 ~ ~ s ~~ ::c: Cl) g; ::r: tl) ~ ::r: Cl) 
14 lk 16 22 19 26 
1st 11 16 19 25 22 25 
NR 16 2066o 730 20 26 . 47850 1690 20 24 46SOO 1655 
NR 16 20 25 23 26 
NR 13 22 22 18 25 
10 18 1? 22 -21 Z7 
2nd 12 16 17 21 23 28 
14 19 22140 782 15 22 38710 1370 22 'Zl 57100 2020 
13 15 15 24 22 Z7 
12 18 18 22 21 'Zl 
14 18 15 22 24 24 
3rd 12 11> 18 24 23- 28 
12 18 21770 769 20 22 46130 1630 22 26 50220 1775 
10 16 19 24 22 29 
9 17 20 22 23 27 . 
Tar. 11~3 246 64570 2281 269 345 132690 4690 325 396 154120 5450 
AVG. 11.9 16.4 21523 760 17.9 23.0 44230 1563 21.6 26.4 51376 1817 
99 
DATA SHEET 
fc 5COC(B) Date Cast 8 December 1226 Aggregate Size 1" 
. . 
AGE OF CYLDIDER 7 Day AGE OF CYLINDER 14 Daz AGE OF CYLINDER 28 naz 
• • • Vl Vl Vl 
H ~ ...:I ~ .-1 ~ ~ ;l < s:: H ~ ~ ~~ ~ 0 = ~ - 8 0 •rl = ~ d = ~ ~ !1 -n - z ~ .~ . ~0 = ~ ~ s:: = 0 ~& ~0 e;!O C/) .H ~0 .,.... C/)en ~H ~~ i H • N i Cl).,-t ~ • N i f3R g~ -~ ~ ~ H ~ ~a H ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ :r: Cl) - ~ :r: ' t:Q H Cl} ::r:: ~ H C/) 
24 28 29 -jO 28 34 1st 24 28 31 29 29 35 
26 Zl ' . 5Zl6o 1865' 32 30 65080 2300 30 36 76860 Zl20 
27 2S 29 30 28 34 
24 Z7 32 38 30 36 
22 28 2a 30 36 39 
2nd 24 26 28 30 30 . 39 
24 2S 49940 1765 29 28 60100 2120 32 34 79800 2820 
25 26 30 28 30 36 
?_L_ ')!7 J 11 10 16 16 
3rd 24 27 28 "12 32 36 25 ·'Zl Z7 :,2 30 32 
22 30 56360 1990 27 '32 75920 2680 31 36 76860 2720 
21L '30 ·'Zl '3L. 31 36 
?2 ?? 29 '32 33 33 
Tar. 361''·. 414 109121 5620 437 455 20ll00 7100 466 532 23066o 8260 
AVG. 24.0 'Z'/.6 5456o 1873 29.1 .30.4 67033 2367 31.0 35.4 76887 2753 
tOO 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000{Cl Date Cast 12 December 1226 Aggregate Size 1/Stt 
AGE OF CYLTIIDER 1 Dal AGE OF CYLINDER J Da.I AGE OF CYLINDER 2Il~ 
• • • C'l ID ft) 
H ~ ...:1 ~ H ~ ~ ES s:: 
= ~ ~ H < 
;&1 ~ 
0 ~ =~ 0 or1 :: <X! E-t ~ 
:: f§ ~ ~ .,... ~0 ~ ~ ~0 = z ~ !i :: 0 ~~ ~0 Cl) .. H ~0 en~ ~~ ~~ ~ H .. ~ i Cf.)-M ~ .. N ~ f38. ~ ~ ~ ~a H ~ tJ ~ 5 gs ~ ~ :r: ~ Cf.) ~ ::X:: H en :X: ~ Cl) 
~5 . 20 22 28_ 26 28 
1st 16 22 22 2S 26 30 
14 21 .32980 1165 24 28- 7056o 2500 25 ~ S156o 2880 
15 22 24 29 26 30 
16 20 23 31 28 28 
2nd 15 20 22 26 26 .32 15 23 20 Z7 28 30 
16 21 29030 1025 20 26 66800 236o 28 .3.3 85400 3020 
15 21 22 24 28 34 
16 21 21 26 28 30 
3rd 15 22 21 28 26 28 14 22 23 2o 27 26 
16 20 30950 1090 22 28 68740 2420 28 28 79280 2800 
1'5 21 . 19 30 26 30 
:u. 20 21 10 Zl 32 
Tar. 227 316 19296o 3280 328 415 206100 . 72130 403 447 246240 . 8700 
AVG. 15.1 21.0 30986 1093 21.8 27.6 68700 2427 26.9 29.8 82080 2900 ' 
1.01. 
DATA SHEET 
fc 2000 (C) Date cast 15 December 1956 Aggregate Size 3/Sn 
AGE OF CYLINDER 7Day AGE OF CYLINDffi ~D&t AGE OF CYLniDER 28DSJ 
• • • 
U) en 0) 
H ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ < :;::: < ~ .....:1 ~ 0 H :: ~ ~ 0 eM :: H ~ 0 p~ .. <( ~ z ~ ~ ~(3 :: :?: ~ ~ §&1 .. 0 :: 0 H Cl) ~0 (/).,.... ~~ •r-t Cl) ~H ~~ ~ il • H .. N ~ ~~ H ~ &1~ HS ; ~ ~ H ~ 0 ~ H ~-~ e5 es (5 ~ ; g:10. g~ ::c Cl) ~ ::c ..:I Cl) ~ :X:: s (/) 
28 34 2o 34 31 35 
1st 27 32 26 32 31 ~7 
29 32 90100 3180 30 32 90750 3210 34 38 94080 332> 
26 ~ 28 34 32 35 . 
2:1 34 29 32 32 35 
Zl 32 31 33 30 35 
2nd 2:1 32 32 33 32 35 
26 30 86800 3060 30 -35 92250 .3260 30 38 9056o 3200 t- -· 
'Zl 32 I j2 .36 32 35 
26 .30 33 .35 30 37 
26 .31 31 .38 32 34 
3rd 26 33 .31 36 30 36 
27 . .32 89500 3160 -~ 38 93750 . 3320 29 38 __9_Qsg)_~ _3420 
26 30 30 38 32 38 
'Zl 33 30 36 30 3la. 
Tar. 402 ~1 266400 9400 458 522 2:/6750 Cf/90 467 540 281220 9940 
AVGe 26.8 .32.1 88800 3133 )0.6 .34.8 92250 3263 31.2 )6.0 93740 .3313 
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APPENDIX D 
Appendix D is a complete tabulation of compressive strength and 
rebound data pertinent to the concrete blocks manufactured by the 
Rolla Concrete Materials Incorporated. The individual data sheets 
show the Rebound Readings~ Breaking Load~ Gross Compressive Strength~ 
Net Compressive Strength and the Age o£ the block. 
1.03 
DATA SHEET FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS 
Date Tested 2 Jan. 1221 - 11 Jan. 1957 




= ~ f-4 0 :: ~ D • ~ ~ • ~ co ...... ...... ~~ co C/).,-i Cl).,-i ~ CI)CO CI)CQ :: H :: N i~~ C/)CI)U) ~~; ~H e=:N ~ Cl) Cl) A. ~~;, OEB ~~ ~H ~~ ~ .. E-4 .. H ~~~ 8~~ ~~ .. Q:! ~ @5 ~ 0 s~ ::r: eel)~ :r: g§CI) 
17 19_ 18 22 
ONE 18 20 5396o 452 863 18 22 86200 721 , 1380 
19 19 18 22 
1? 20 20 22 
lS 19 20 22 
16 20 21 22 
TWO 17 20 57870 485 925 21 22 83640 700 1.338 
18 19 22 22 
18 20 21 22 
18 20 22 22 
17 21 23 22 
THREE 18 2;1_ 7046o 590 1126 ~· 23 . ~- 8576o 718 1372 
18 21 23 22 21- --20 20 20 
20 20 · 21 22 
TarAL 269 299 182290 1527 2914 .311 329 .2556oo 2139 4090 
AVERAGI 17.9 19.9 6076.3 509 971 20.7 22.0 85200 713 1363 
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DATA SHEET FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS 
Date Tested .1.3 Jan. 1957 - 15 Jan. 1957 
AGE OF BLOCKS 5 Day AGE OF BLOCKS 7 Day · 
21 22 23 23 
21 ONE 
1406 61640 23 24 987 518 736 81_880 22 
21 22 
21. 22 
22 22 2~ 24 
TVJO 21 2) 24 
22 22 92060 772 1472 
21. 
22 22 25 2k 
21 22 22 24 
23 23 22 20 Tiffi.EE 
-
21 640 76140 24 24 lla.ll 1220 740 20 88240 
21 22 22 24 
21 21 22 24 
TarAL 317 . 334 268180 355 357 196120 31.39 . 
AVERAGE 21.1 22.2 8939.3 749 J.429 . . . 2).6 2,3.8 65.37.3 549 1046 
:105 
.. 
DATA SHEET FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS 
Date Tested 22 Jan, 1957 - 5 Feb, 1957 
AGE OF BLOCKS 14 D!l AGE OF BLOCKS 28D~.t } 
.-:I 
.-:I g ES 0 
.. ~ =~ ~ • 6 ~ • ~&1 U) U)~~ Cl).,.f U) .,.f -M :: H ::. N ~~~ .. (.) ~ C/)0) C/)0) ~~ . ·~~ ~H ~ 0. ~~; ~H ~~ ~ Cl) Cl) p. ~~; .. E-f ;~~ ~~~ .. r:t:: ~ e-5 . .. ~ 0 8~ €SCI)~ ::r.: ::r.: g§CI) 
21L 'Z1 23 26 
ONE 22 ~ ~ 26 
2L. 28 67940 570 1086 2A 25 90920 763 1455 
22 71 2k. 26 
2L. 29 2A 26 
2b. 30 23 24 r . . . ·~· .. .. ,, 
T~JO 2L. 29 24 25 
2L. 30 67900 569 1084 23 26 87940 738 1408 
22 30 211. 26 . ' 
22 2Q 21... 26 
23 30 22 28 
THREE 2L. 30 22 28 
21... 29 67800 568 1082 22 29 89460 750 1430 __ 
26 30 22 29 
2L. ~0 22 28 
TOI'AL 353 436 203640 : 17(17 3252 346 398 268320 2251 4293 
AVERAGE 2.3·5 29.0 67880 569 1084 2,3.0 26.6 89440 750 1431 
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APPENDIX E 
Appendix E contains the concrete mix designs utilized to obtain 
the experimental cylinders. The method of design :i.s based upon the 
Portland Cement Association water-cement ratio design criteria. 
~ Design Procedure 
Gallons Water/Sack of Cement 
Absolute Volume of Cement = Wt. a of Cement 
Spec. Grav. Cement 
Absolute Volume Water = Net Gallons Water 
Gal.. / Cu. Ft. Water 
Volume Paste ~ Volume Cement + Volume Water 
Cement Fact 
Unit Wt. H20 
Absolute Volume Aggregate = Cu. Ft./Yard - Vol.ume Paste 
Absolute Volume Sand = (Vol.ume Aggregate) (% Sand) 
Weight Dry Sand = (Vol.ume Sand) (Unit Wt. Water) (S.G. Sand) 
Absolute Volume Gravel = (Volume Aggregate) (% Gravel.) 
Weight Dry Gravel= (Volume Gravel) (Unit Wt. Water) (S.G. Gravel.) 
ONE SACK BATCH 
Sand = Pounds Sand 
Cement Factor 
Gravel = Pounds Gravel 
Cement Factor 
Moisture Content of Aggregate = {Original. Wt. - Final Wt.) 100 
Final. Wt. 
Absorption of Sand 
Absorption of Gravel 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (% Moisture) (Weight Sand) 
Moisture in Gravel =- (% Moisture) (Weight Gravel) 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Sand = (Weight of Sand) (1 + M.C.) 
Gravel = (Weight of Gravel (1 + M.C.) 
Water = Gallons/Sack ~ Moisture Correction 
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3.8 Cubic Foot Mix Proportions 
Sand = (Wt. Moist Sand) {Wt. Cement) 
Wt. /Bag o:f Cement 
Cement 
Water = Gallons Water Wt. Cement lbs. 
Wt. Bag of Cement .. 
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Mix Design 
fc 2000 (A) 
Cement Factor = 40.0 = 4.71 
8.5 
Abs. Vo1. Cement ~ ~94) ~4·t1) = 2.26 cu. ft. 
3.15 ( 2.3) 
Abs. Vol. Water= 40.0 = 5.32 cu. :ft. 
7o48 
Vol. Paste= 2.26 + 5.32 = 7.58 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 7.58 = 19.42 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (0.52) (19.42) = 10.1 cu. :ft. 
Wt. Dr.y Sand = (62.3) (10.1) (2.56) = 1613# 
Abs.· Vol. Gravel = (0.48) (19.42) = 9.32 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Gravel= (62.3) (9.32) (2.56) = 1487# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMIWr 
Sand = 1613 = 342# 
4.71 
Gravel = ~ = 315# 
4.71. 
M.C. S&nd = (236.9 - 235.9) (1.00) = 0.43% 
(235.9) 
M.c. Grave1 = {340.4 - 340.~) (100) = 0.06% (340.3 
Absorption of San4 = 1.5% 
Absorption of Gravel. = 0.68% 
MOISTURE OORRECTION 
Moist in Sand = (0.010) (342) = 3.66# Short 
Moist in Gravel = (0.006) (315) = 0.2# Short 
0.46 gal. Short = Total = 3.86# Short 
8.33 
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Total Weight o£ Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = (342) (1.004) = 344# 
wt. Moist Gravel. = (315) (1.0006) = .315# 
Water :s 8.5 + 0.46 = 8.96 gal. 
Cement {One Sack) = 94# 
3.8 Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (4.71) = 62.4# 
27 
Sand = (62.4) (3M.O) = 228# 
94 
Gravel :s { 62.4) (315) = 209# 
94 
Water = (8.96) (62.4) (8.33) = 4.94# 
94 
Mix Ratio = 1:3.7:3.2 
:1:10 
Mix Design 
fc .3500 (A) Gal. H2)/Sack Cement 6.5 
Cement Factor = ~ = 6.15 
b.5 
Abs. Vol. Cement = ~94) 56.15) 
3.15 (62.3) 
= 2.95 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Water= ~ 
7.4S 
= 5.35 cu. rt. 
Vol. Paste = 2.95 + 5 • .35 = 8 • .30 cu. f't. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 8.30 = 18.70 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (0.49) (18.70) = 9.16 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr.7 Sand = (62.3) (9.16) (2.56) = 1461# 
Abs •. Vol. Gravel = (0.51) (18.70) = 9.54 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr.y Gravel= (62.3) (9.54) (2.56) = 1522# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand = ~ = 238# 
b.l5 
Gravel. = g522 = 24S# 
.15 
M.C. Sand 2 (1028.2 - 959.82) (100} 2 3·84% (999.8 
M.C. Gravel = (1035.2 - 1032) (100) = 0.31% 
1032 
Absorption of Sand = l.. 5% 
Absorption of Gravel = 0.6S% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (0.0134) (238) = 3.19# Excess 
Moisture in Gravel. = (0.0037) (248) = 0.92# Short 
0.2:1 ga1. Excess = Total = 2.27# Excess 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = (238) (1.038) = 247# 
Wt. Moist Gravel = (248) (1.003) = 249# 
Water = 6.5 - 0.27 = 6.23 gal. 
Cement (One sack) = 94# 
3 .s Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (6.15) = 81.4# 
27 
Sand = (247) (81.4) = 214# 
.94 
Gravel = (249) (81.4) = 216# 
94 
rlater = (6.23) {81.4) . (8.33) = 45.0# 
94 
~ Ratio = 1:2.6:2.6 
J-:12 
fc 5000 (A) 
Cement Factor ::r lJQ :s 8 
5 
Mix Design 
Gal. H20/Sack Cement 5 
Abs. Vo1. Cement ~~l ~s.o) = 3.82 cu. ft. 
3.15 (62.3) 
Abs. Vol. ~later = !±Q__ = 5.32 cu. ft. 
7.48 
Vol. Paste :s 3.82 + 5.32 :s 9.14 cu. ft. · 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 9.1.4 = 17.86 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand= (0.46) (17.86) = 8.21 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Sand = (62.3) (8.21) (2.56) = 1310# 
Abs •. Vol. Gravel. a (0.54) (17.86) = 9.65 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr,y Gravel.~ (62.3) (9.65) (2.56) = 1540# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand ::a 1310 = 164# 
8 
Gravel ::r ~ = 192.5# 
8 
M.C. Sand = (405.0 - 393.0) (100) = 3.06% 
393.0 
M.c. Grave1 = (69s.g:- 6}6.0) (100) = 0.36% ( 96.0 
Absorption of Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption of Gravel 3 0.68% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (0.156) (164) = 2.56 # Excess 
Moisture in Grave1 • {.0032) (192.5) = 0.62# Short 
0.23 gal.. Excess :a Total = ~ Excess 
8.33 
1:13 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = (164) (1.0.3) :z 168# 
Wt. Moist Gravel = (192.5) (1.004) = 193.5# 
Water = 5.0 - 0.23 = 4.77 gal. 
Cement (One Sack) = 9411 
3.8 Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3 .8) ( 8.0) = 103# 
27 
Sand= (103) (168) = 184# 
94 
Gravel = (103) (193.5} = 212# 
94 
Water = (103) (4.77) (8.33) = 43.5.# 
94 
Mix Ratio = 1:l.Sa2.Q 
t:l4 
Mix Design 
fc 2000 (B) Gal. H20/Sack Cement 8 
Cement Factor = l2 = 4.5 
8 
Abs. Vol. cement ~ f94 ) cz.s) = 2.16 cu. tt. 
3.15) 62.3) 
Abs. Vol. Water = 2.2..._ = 4.82 cu. ft. 
7.48 
Vol. Paste = 2.16 + 4.82 = 6.98 cu. £t. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 6.98 = 20.02 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (20.02) (0.42) = 8.41 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr.y Sand = (62.3) (8.41) (2.56) = 1340# 
Abs. Vol. Gravel = (20.02) (0.58) = 11.61 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr.y Gravel = (62.3) (11.61) (2.64) = 1910# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand = ~ = 298# 
4·5 
Gravel = 1910 = 424# 
4.5 
M.c. Sand = (627.5 - 604.8) (100) = 3.76% (604.8) 
M.C. Gravel = (ZlO.~ - 7~·9) (lOOl = 0.34% 
.707.9 
Absorption of Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption of Gravel = 0.42% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (0.023) (298) = 6.74 # Excess 
Moisture in Gravel = (0.003) (424) = 1.44 # Short 
0.64 gal. Excess = Total = ~ # ~ess 
8.33 
1.:t5 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand ::a (29S) (1.0376) = 309# 
Wt. Moist Gravel = (424) (1.0034) = 426# 
Water ::a 8.0 - 0.64 ~ 7.36 gal. 
Cement (One Saok) ~ 9411 
3.8 Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (4.5) = 59.5# 
Z7 
Sand = (309) (59.5) = 195# 
94 
Gravel = (426) (59.5) = 270# 
94 
Water ::a (59.5) (7.36) (8.33) = 38.8 # 
94 
Mix Ratio = 1:3.3:4.5 
11.6 
~Iix Design 
fc 3500(B) Gal. H20/Sack Cement 6 
Cement Factor= t2.= 6 
Abs. Vol. Cement = ~94) ~6.0) 
3.15 ( 62.3) 
= 2.88 cu. rt. 
Abs. Vol. Water = 36.0 = 4.S2 cu. ft. 
7.48 . 
Vol. Paste= 2.88 + 4.82 = 7.70 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 7.70 = 19.30 cu • .ft. 
Abs. Vol.. Sand= (0.38) (19.30) = 7.34 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr,y Sand= (62.3) (7.34) (2.56) = 1206# 
Abs.· Vol. Gravel = (0.62) (19.30) = ll.96 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Gravel = (62.3) (ll.96) (2.64) =- 1968# 
FOR ONE SACK ~lENT 
Sand .= 1206 = 201# 
~ 
Gravel = lg68 = 328# 
M.C. Sand = (627.5 - 6o4.8) (100) = 3.76% (604.8) _ 
M.C. Gravel = ~710.3 - 707•J) (100) = 0.3~ 
(707.9 
Absorption of Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption of Gravel = 0.48% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (0.23) (201) = 4.63# Excess 
. . 
Moisture in Gravel= (.003) (328) = 0.9# Short 
0.45 gal. ~ess = Total = 3.73# Excess 
8.33 
Total vleight o:£ Moist Aggregates 
"Vlt. Moist Sand = (201.) (1.0376) = 208# 
\-it. Moist Gravel. = (328) (1.0034) = 329# 
Water = 6.0 - 0.45 = 5.55 gal.. 
Cement (One Sack) = 94# 
;.s eu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (6.0) = 75.3# 
.. Z7 
Sand = (208) (75.3) = 167# 
94 
Gravel. = (329) (75.3) = 264# 
94 
Water = (5.55) (75.3) (8.33) = 37.4# 
94 
Mix Ratio = 1:2.2:3.5 
us 
1-Iix Design 
rc 5000(B) Gal. H20/Sack Cement 5 
Cement Factor= 22 = 7.2 
5 
Abs. Vol. Cement = ~94) ~7.2} = 3.45 cu. £t. 
3.15 ( 62.3) 
Abs. Vol. Water = 36.0 = 4.82 cu • .rt. 
7.48 
Vol. Paste = 3.45 + 4.82 = 8.27 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 8.27 = 18.73 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (0.36) (18.73) = 6.85 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Sand = (62.3) (6.85) (2.56) = 1079# 
Abs. Vol. Gravel = (0.64) (18.73) = 11.88 cu. rt. 
Wt. Dry Gravel = (62.3) (11.88) (2.64) = 1958# 
FOR ONE SACK CEl1ENT 
Sand = 1Q22 = 150# 
7.2 
Gravel. = ill§. = Z7 2# 
7.2 
M.G. Sand = (S26.i - 821.4) ~100) = 0.5% 
821.4) 
M.C. Gravel = (747.5 - 745.0) (100) = 0.33% 
(745.0) 
Absorption or Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption or Gravel. = 0.48% 
Moisture Correction 
1-foisture in Sand = (0.01) (150) = 1.5# Short 
Moisture in Gravel = (0.002) (272) = 0.54# Short 
0.24 gal. Short = Total = 2.0!J# Short 
8.33 
11.9 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = (150) (1.005) = 15l.# 
Wt. !"ioist Gravel ( 272) { 1. 003) = Z73# 
Water = 5.0 + 0.24 = 5.24 gal. 
Cement (One Sack) = 94# 
2 .s Cu. Ft. 1-Iix 
Cement = ~94) (3.8) (7.2) = 95.4# 
27 -
Sand = (95.4) (151) = 153# 
94 
Gravel= (95.4) (273) = 277# 
94 
Water= (5.24) (95.4) (8.33) = 44.2# 
94 
Mix Rati.o = 1:1.6:2.9 
Y.d.x Design 
fc 2000(0) Ga1. H20/Sack Cement 8.0 
Cement Factor = SQ = 5 
8 
Abs. Vol. Cement = ~94) ~5.0) = 2.4 cu. ft. 
3.15 (62.3) 
Abs. Vol. Water = 40.0 = 5.32 cu. f't. 
7.4S 
Vol.. Paste = 2.4 + 5.32 = 7.72 cu. f't. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = Z'/.00 - 7.72 = 1.9.28 cu. f't. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (0.52) (19.28) = 10.00 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Sand = (62.3) (2.56) (10) = 1592 l.b. 
Abs. Vol. Gravel~ (0.48) (19.28) = 9.28 -cu. ft. 
Wt. Dr,y Gravel = (62.3) (9.28) (2.56) = 1480# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand = ~ = 319# 
5 
Gravel = ~ = 294# 
5 
M.C. Sand = {826.i - 82l.fr) {100) = 0.5% 
821.4) 
M.C. Gravel = (845.1 - 841.8) (100) = 0.39% (841.8) . 
Absorption of Sand =- 1.. 5% 
Absorption of Gravel = 0.68% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (319) '01) = 3.2/1 Short 
Moisture in Gravel = (294) (.003) • 0.9# Short 
0.49 gal. Short = Total = ~ Short 
8.33 
Total Weight of MOist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = (319) (1..005) =z 320# 
Wt. Moist Gravel. = (294) (1..004) = 295# 
Water =z 8.0 + 0.49 = 8.49 gal. 
Cement {One Sack) = 94# 
3 .s Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (5.0) = 66.2# 
Zl 
Sand = (320) (66.2) = 226# 
94 
Gravel. = (295) (66.2) = 208# 
. 94 
Water = (66.2) (8.49) (8.33) • 49.7# 
.94 
Mix Ratio = 1:3.4:3.2 
122 
Mix Design 
:tc 3500(C) Gal. H20/Sack Cement · 6.0 
Cement Factor = ~ = 6.17 
0.0 
Abs. Vol. Cement = ~94) ~6.17) 
3.15 (62.31 
= 2.93 cu. rt. 
Abs. Vol. li'ater = 21.!.Q = 4.95 cu. ft. 
7.48 
Vol. Paste = 2.93 + 4.95 = 7.88 cu. £t. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27 .oo - 7 .as = 19.12 cu. £t. 
Abs. Vol. Sand = (0.43) (19.12) = 8.22 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Sand = (\it. H20) = (62.3) (8.22) (2.56) = 1311# 
Abs. Vol. Grave1 = (0.57) (19.12) = 10.90 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Gravel= (62.3) (10.9) (2.56) = 1739# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand = pll = 21.2.2# 
.17 
Gravel = 1212 = 282# 
.6.f!i 
M.c. sand .. (a26.f- s21..4l <1oo> = o.5% 
821.4) 
M.C. Gravel = (845.1 - 841.8) {100) = 0.3% (841..8) 
Absorption ot Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption ot Gravel. = 0.68% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (0.01) (21.2) = 2.1# Short 
Moisture in Gravel. = (0.004) (282) = 1.1# Short 
0 • .38 gal. Short = Total. • l.!2i/. Short 
8 • .33 
Total Weight of Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand ::a (212) (1.005) = 213# 
Wt. Moist Gravel = (282) (1..003) = 283# 
Water = 6.0 + 0.38 ::a 6.38 gal. 
Cement (One Sack) = 94# 
3.8 Cu. Ft. Mix 
Cement = (94) {3.8) (6.17) = 81.6# 
2:7 
Sand = (81.6) (213) = 184# 
94 
GraveJ. = ( 283) ( 81.6) = 246# 
94 
Water = (6.38) (81.6) (8.33) = 46.2# 
94 
Mix Ratio = 1:2.~:3.0 
1a4. 
Mix Design 
f 0 5000(C) Ga1. H20/Sack Cement 5.0 
Cement Factor= 37.0 = 7.4 
5 
Abs. Vol. Water a 21iQ = 4.95 cu. ft. 
7.48 
Vol. Paste = 3.52 + 4.95 = 8.47 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Agg. = 27.00 - 8.47 - 18.53 cu. ft. 
Abs. Vol. Sand= {0.41) {18.53) = 7.60 cu. ft. 
Wt. Dry Sand= (Wt. H20) = (62.3) (7.6) (2.5) = l2l1# 
Abs. Vol. Gravel = (0.59) (18.53) = 10.93 cu. ft. 
Wt. D~J Gravel = (62.3) (10.93) (2.56) = 1742# 
FOR ONE SACK CEMENT 
Sand = 12ll = 163 .8# 
7.4 
Gravel = ~ = 236# 
7-4 
M.C. Sand ~ {826.4 - 82l.j) !100) ~ 0.5% 
(821.4 
M.C. Gravel = (747.5 - 745.0) (100) = 0.3% 
(745.0) 
Absorption of Sand = 1.5% 
Absorption o£ Gravel. • 0.68% 
Moisture Correction 
Moisture in Sand = (O.Ol.) (164) = 1.6# Short 
Moisture in Gravel = (0.004) (236) = 0.9# Short 
0.3 gal. Short = Total = &2il Short 
8.33 
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Total Weight o£ Moist Aggregates 
Wt. Moist Sand = {164) (1..005) ::a 165# 
wt. Moist Gravel = (2.36) (1.003) = 237# 
Water = 5.0 + 0 • .3 = 5.3 ga1. 
Cement (One Sack) = 94# 
3.8 Cu. Ft. YJ.x 
Cement = (94) (3.8) (7.4) = 97.6# 
27 
Sand = (165) (97.6) = 172# 
94 
Gravel = (237) (97.6) = 246# 
94 
Water = (5.3) (97.6) (8.33) = 45.8.# 
94 
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